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THE NEW TESTAMENT LECTIONS 
IN THE EUCHOLOGIUM SINAITICUM 
Michael Bakker 
 
This paper gives a text-critical appraisal of the Apostolos and Gospel 
lections contained in the Euchologium Sinaiticum on the basis of collations 
with other Glagolitic and Cyrillic manuscripts. It also tries to shed some 
light on the history of the Euchologium Sinaiticum and to give recommend-
ations for a critical edition of the Old Slavic New Testament. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
The Sinai Folia Containing New Testament Lections 
The discovery in 1975 of additional Slavic manuscripts on Mount Sinai 
was a miraculous event for palaeoslavists. The catalogue published by 
Tarnani-dis in 1988 provided the long-awaited key to the new finds. 
Fortunately, it provides a great number of photographs and amongst them 
all the addition-al folia of the Euchologium Sinaiticum. Naturally, the New 
Testament lec-tions preserved on these folia have drawn the interest of 
scholars.1 In this article it is assumed that Tarnanidis has satisfactorily 
proven that the folia belong to the Euchologium Sinaiticum.2  
Collation Method 
I have submitted the New Testament lections in the Euchologium Sinaiti-
cum to the same collation procedure as described in “Collating Greek and 
Slavic Apostolos Manuscripts” (Bakker & Van der Tak 1994). This colla-
tion method consists of four components: 
• Entering into the computer of the selected pericopes from all the particip-
 
                                                
1 Bláhová and Alekseev submit them to textual analysis in their reviews. Bláhová con-
cludes that the Gospel lections in the ES are closest to the Assemani Lectionary; Alekseev 
has quite a different impression: he discerns similarities with the text of the Savva Lec-
tionary. Cf. “Tentative Grouping on the Basis of Shared Readings”. 
2 Below (in “Hypotheses Regarding the Euchologium Sinaiticum”) I give additional 
evidence. 
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ating manuscripts resulting in full, diplomatic and machine-readable trans-
criptions. 
• Automatic collation of the manuscripts. 
• Data abstraction from the orthographic and morphological vicissitudes in 
the manuscripts. 
• Construction of a standardised intermediary text which serves as base text 
for the collations. 
 This collation method makes it possible to (temporarily) leave the ortho-
graphic idiosyncrasies of the copyists aside and to concentrate on the text 
and its significant variant readings as witnessed by the manuscripts. 
The Lections and the Manuscripts 
The following Apostolos lections were collated: Acts (Ac) 1.1-5; Romans 
(Ro) 12.1-3; 1 Corinthians (1Cor) 15.39-45; 2 Corinthians (2Cor) 4.6-15; 
6.16-7.1; 9.6-11; Galatians (Ga) 4.4-7; Ephesians (Eph) 4.1-7; 5.8-19; Titus 
(Tt) 2.11-14, 3.4-7; Hebrews (He) 2.11-18; 12.1-10. 
 The following Gospel lections were collated: Matthew (Mt) 2.1-12; 3.13-
17; 9.9-13; 15.21-28; 20.1-16; 22.2-14; Mark (Mk) 10.32b-45; Luke (Lk) 
1.24-38; 6.1-10; 6.31-36; 11.1b-131; 12.32-40; John (Jn) 6.40-44. 
 The lections from the ES were entered on the basis of the reproductions 
in Tarnanidis’ catalogue and Nahtigal’s edition. 
 
Next follow the sigla of the other manuscripts and their respective editions: 
As  Assemani Gospel Lectionary: Ivanova-Mavrodinova & 
   DΩurova 1981. 
Zo  Zographou Gospel: Jagi⋲ 1879. 
Ma  Marianus Gospel: Jagi⋲ 1883. 
Os   Ostromir Gospel Lectionary: Ostromirovo Evangelie 1988. 
Sa   Savva Gospel Lectionary: Sµc¬epkin 1903. 
Iv   Tsar Ivan Alexander Gospel: Êivkova 1980. 
Ni  Nikola Gospel: Daniçi⋲ 1864. 
Ko  Kochno Gospel Lectionary: Kossev 1986. 
Ms  Mstislav Gospel Lectionary: Êukovskaja 1983. 
Y   Vajs Gospel: Vajs 1935a,  1935b, 1936a, 1936b. 
SA   Slepçe Apostolos Lectionary: Ilinskij 1912. 
OA  Ohrid Apostolos Lectionary: Kul’bakin 1907. 
RA  Strumica Apostolos Lectionary: Bláhová & Hauptová 1990. 
 
                                                
1 ES omits verses 5-8. 
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BA  Sµis¬atovac Apostolos Lectionary: Stefanovi⋲ 1989. 
TA  Crkolez Apostolos: Bogdanovi⋲ 1986. 
CA  Christinopol Apostolos: Ka¬uΩniacki 1896. 
KA  Karakallou Apostolos: cod. Athos, Karakallou, 294; 
   cf. Bakker 1990. 
MA Matica Apostolos: Kovaçevi⋲ 1979. 
Limitations of this paper 
For Bakker & Van der Tak 1994 we used, roughly speaking, as many 
manuscripts as we could find editions or microfilms of. Since then I have 
come to the conclusion that it is useful to have a smaller set of ‘constant 
witnesses’1 in order to limit the amount of variant readings and to become 
fully aware of the characteristics of the participating manuscripts. 
 For both the Gospel and the Apostolos lections the oldest extant manu-
scripts were used. Since the collated Gospel manuscripts are relatively old-
er than the collated Apostolos manuscripts, the two collations are not on 
equal footing. In this article the younger, so-called ‘Fourth Recension’ 
manuscripts remain outside our scope of interest. 
 
THE COLLATION METHOD 
Diplomatic Transcription of the Manuscripts 
In addition to the Apostolos and Gospel lections in the ES, I entered the 
same lections from other Old Slavic manuscripts into the computer in ex-
tenso. The resulting transcription files of the manuscripts form the basis of 
the collation method. Precisely how diplomatic they should be still remains 
a matter of debate.2 Because the modern day transcriber makes the same 
mistakes as any medieval copyist, the transcription files are repeatedly 
 
                                                
1 Cf. Nestle-Aland 1983 (Introduction p. 10). 
2 It is important for future co-operation and exchange of data that palaeoslavists agree on a 
set of transcription guidelines. It is now already possible to send transcription-files from 
one side of the world to the other electronically. 
 I entered the Glagolitic manuscripts in Cyrillic transcription. If a good screen and print 
font of Glagolitic for the Apple Macintosh computer becomes available, it will be very 
easy to change the appearance of a transcription file to Glagolitic, because there is a one-
to-one relationship between the Glagolitic and the Cyrillic transcription. Naturally, it is 
desirable to have Glagolitic on screen, when entering Glagolitic manuscripts, in order to 
gain experience of the scribal pitfalls of this writing system (e.g. similar letters; cf. 
“Graphic Similarity”). 
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checked with the manuscripts. This error checking can largely be perform-
ed on the basis of the collations. Since the layout of the manuscripts is pre-
served, it is relatively easy to compare the transcription-file to the manu-
script and to see whether words are missing or have been inadvertently 
added to a line. 
Collation of the Manuscripts 
I collated the computerised transcriptions of the manuscripts automatically 
using the computer program Collate (Robinson 1992) as described in Bak-
ker & Van der Tak 1994. Collate is a flexible and straightforward program 
which allows the user to generate collations at any time and under differing 
circumstances on the basis of the transcription files. While collating, it pro-
duces a list of variant readings, i.e. all the differences of the manuscripts 
with the base text. 
Orthographic and Morphological Data Abstraction 
In comparison to Greek minuscule manuscripts (which are orthographically 
much more stable, cf. Bakker & Van der Tak 1994) Collate produces huge 
lists of variants for Slavic manuscripts. Since Collate automatically marks a 
word as a variant even if the difference consists of one jer, the lists contains 
a myriad of petty spelling variants. This severely obscures the view of a re-
searcher who wants to concentrate on the underlying text rather than the 
surface of spelling conventions (or lack of them) in Slavic manuscripts. 
Fortunately, Collate offers two powerful means to reduce the number of 
text-critically less interesting variant readings: 
• Replace 
Before the collation process starts this feature replaces certain characters 
according to a predetermined list (the transcription files themselves remain 
inviolate, because the changes are made in copies of these files which are 
discarded after the collation has been completed). For example, ø becomes 
o and ä becomes å. Iotation is removed by the following rules:  œ ª œ, õ 
ª œ, \ ª e and the jers are simply removed by replacing them with 
nothing. 
• Regularisation 
This remarkable feature of Collate makes it possible to regularise words 
from all or certain manuscripts. For example, b@a becomes boga and `ko be-
comes qko. The rule se ª så is only valid for Serb manuscripts and besides 
has to be restricted to occurrences of the reflexive pronoun. In fact, Collate 
can be instructed to this effect. 
 It should be stressed that the transcription-files themselves remain intact 
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and available for further analysis. If, at a later date, I want to study, for ex-
ample, the morphological characteristics of certain manuscripts, I can make 
a collation with a less rigorous level of data abstraction or even without any 
abstraction.1 
Standardised Base Text: Intermediary Text 
Regularisation asks for a standard to which to regularise the different reali-
sations of a word. To abstract from the many different writings of ‘Beth-
lehem’  (e.g. viƒleem, viƒleom, vitl`im; in the cited words Replace has al-
ready removed the jers and the yod), I chose the spelling of the Slovník: 
vit;leem= (in the text file; after Replace: vitleem). The forms tlkœ][emou, -
][mou, -]omou and -]oumou I regularised to -]ou\mou (in the text file; after 
Replace: -]ouemou). By means of Regularisation these and similar variants 
are prevented from ‘spoiling’ the list of variants. A step that naturally fol-
lows from this process of standardisation is the creation of a separate text 
file made up of standardised forms. Before presenting the merits of such an 
‘intermediary’ text I will discuss the problems of using a manuscript as 
base text for the collation.  
 It would have been natural to use ES as the base text for the collations. 
ES, however, has its orthographic/phonetic (vo, passim), morphological 
(da'di, passim), lexical (izobilovati vs. izbyt=h;stvovati, f.19r bis) and 
textual (addition/omission of words, see “Classification of Variants”) idio-
syncrasies. Every manuscript to a greater or lesser extent contains singular 
readings which isolate it from the other manuscripts. Often these readings 
can be described as secondary or simply mistakes of the copyist. For in-
stance, in Mt 22.10 (f.106v) ES reads sob=rawå vså obr`tœ, while As Zo 
Ma Os Iv Ko Ni read s=b;rawå v;så ã'e obr`tœ (obr`towå Os Iv Ni). If ES 
were the base text, the other manuscripts would be listed as having an 
addition, although in ES ã'e has probably been omitted by mistake. Of 
course, it is possible to use ES as the ‘manuscrit de base’2 and to remove 
evident cases of corruption from it. However, this approach calls for the 
creation of a separate file, since we want the transcription file of ES to 
remain intact. 
 If this separate file containing a more or less abstracted text is made 
orthographically and morphologically consistent, one can regularise to the 
 
                                                
1 In the apparatus that accompanies some of the editions of Slavic manuscripts data ab-
straction is performed as well. If orthographically slightly differing variants would each be 
mentioned separately, the apparatus would turn into a veritable ‘Variantenfriedhof’.  
2 Cf. Bédier 1928. 
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words of this file. And if it is used as a collation base the collation becomes 
more stable. Experience has taught us that such an intermediary text con-
tributes considerably to the success of the collation process. 
 It should be noted that the intermediary text is only a tool for researchers 
interested in the text rather than the individual manuscripts. I give it the 
name ‘x’ to emphasise the fact that it is not claimed to be a reconstruction 
of the original. The orthography is based on Cyrillic rather than Glagolitic 
writing and the morphology largely on Leskien’s grammar. The main re-
quirement is that the orthographic and morphological rules are consistently 
applied.1 Collate offers the possibility to change the base text; it is there-
fore always possible to switch back to a manuscript. 
 Below follows a sample from an ‘output file’ collated by the computer 
(Mk 10.36). Each word from the ‘data-abstracted’ intermediary text is fol-
lowed by the manuscript sigla. Every character appears in Cyrillic, even the 
word ‘OMITTED’. 
 
isous   _ ES As Zo Ma Os Sa Iv Ni Ms 
'e   _ ES As Zo Ma Os Sa Iv Ni Ms 
rehe   _ ES As Zo Ma Os Sa Iv Ni Ms 
ima   _ ES As Zo Ma Os Sa Iv Ni Ms 
hto   _ ES As Zo Ma Os Sa Iv Ni Ms 
xo]eta   _ ES As Zo Ma Os Sa Iv Ni Ms 
da   _ ES As Ma Os Sa Iv Ni Ms » OMITTED Zo 
stvorœ   _ ES As Zo Ma Os Iv Ni Ms » tvorœ Sa 
vama   _ ES As Zo Ma Os Sa Iv Ni Ms 
 
The Modification of the Intermediary Text  
The computer collates and performs data abstraction according to the given 
instructions. I constructed the intermediary text more or less automatically 
by applying orthographic and morphological standardisation and removing 
evident scribal errors. Naturally, the intermediary text and the other trans-
cription files needed to be checked and recollated. 
 
                                                
1 The rules themselves can be changed on the basis of the collated manuscripts (on which 
Leskien is also based). The computer allows us to make global changes in the intermediary 
text quite easily. The basis for the intermediary text is one of the manuscripts. This need 
not necessarily be the codex optimus (textually speaking). We prefer the manuscript that 
can be orthographically and morphologically standardised in the easiest and quickest way 
(an East Slavic manuscript is often a good candidate). 
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 When two or more variants that are not obvious corruptions opposed 
each other, I had to make a choice. Since at this early stage I am not trying 
to reconstruct the original, I most often picked the variant that makes the 
list of variants as small as possible, i.e. the one supported by the majority of 
manuscripts. However, manuscripta ponderantur, non numerantur. A vari-
ant supported by one manuscript, or attested in none of the manuscripts, 
can eventually be ruled to be the original reading. Here the crucial 
discipline of textual criticism1 comes into play. 
 
TEXTUAL CRITICISM OF OLD SLAVIC MANUSCRIPTS 
A textual critic wants to account for the variants attested by the manu-
scripts. How and why were different readings created during the transmis-
sion of the text? “There is no textological fact, if it is not explained.”2 
Without analysing and classifying the variants it is impossible to give a 
text-critical appraisal of the manuscripts. Here follow a number of aspects 
for consideration: 
• Significant or insignificant 
I disregarded linguistic phenomena like the replacement of root aorists in 
Os and Iv as textologically insignificant. Fortunately, this type of informa-
tion is preserved in the transcription files and can be used when studying 
the history of individual manuscripts.  
• Singular or group 
The term ‘singular reading’ is of course relative, because a manuscript, be-
ing the sole witness of a variant among the collated manuscripts, can have 
numerous allies among the manuscripts that are not collated.   
• Original or secondary 
On the basis of intrinsic considerations—in this case our knowledge of the 
Old Slavic language—we can safely judge idœ to be the original form and 
idowå the innovation. Most scribal errors can also be unmasked as second-
ary readings, but for the analysis of many variants more internal and ex-
ternal evidence is needed. A beautiful example of an obvious secondary or 
tertiary reading is given under “Graphic and Linguistic Innovation, Syntact-
ical”. 
• Intentional or unintentional 
Related to the previous opposition is the question: did a copyist change the 
 
                                                
1 Known in the Slavic domain as ‘textology’. 
2 Lixaçev 1983: 553. 
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aorist suffix on purpose or accidentally? Very often this question is difficult 
to answer. If every occurrence of a root aorist has consistently been chang-
ed, a scribe has probably made a conscious revision of the text.1 
• Corruption or revision 
Every intentional or unintentional change of the original text arisen during 
the course of the text transmission could be called corruption. But if a con-
scious and sensible revision of the text is made, this altered text could be 
regarded as a new translation. The revision of the Slavic text on the basis of 
Greek manuscripts goes much ‘deeper’ than orthographic and linguistic 
innovation. 
• Genetic kinship or independence 
If manuscripts share a variant this does not necessarily prove a family rela-
tionship, because copyists can commit the same scribal error independently 
of each other.2 A special case of this text-critical dilemma is the following 
opposition: 
• Inner-Slavic or Greek-Slavic  
Certain variants have parallels in the Greek manuscript tradition. This can 
point to subsequent external influence on the original Slavic text. However, 
this need not always be the case: parallel variants may have arisen inde-
pendently of each other, because the scribal tendencies of corrupting and 
‘improving’ texts are universal.  
 In Lk 11.13 there is limited Greek and versional support3 for pneu'ma 
ajgaqovn instead of pneu'ma a{gion. Each reading could have given rise to the 
other. On the basis of external evidence (i.e. the number of manuscripts and 
their geograpical distribution) and the occurrence of ajgaqa; in the first part 
of the verse, pneu'ma ajgaqovn is judged to be a secondary reading in A 
Textual Commentary on the Greek New Testament (Metzger 1971). Of the 
collated Slavic manuscripts ES As Zo Sa Iv Ni have blag=; Ma sv@t=, Os 
twice sv@tyi and Ms twice sv@t=. It is plausible that the former reading was 
the original Slavic reading. The readings in Ma Os Ms could then have aris-
 
                                                
1 Cf. Bakker & Van der Tak 1994: 37. On this page, in the section “Orthographic and 
Morphological Standardisation”, the words “standardise, standardized, standardised and 
standardisation” occur. This inconsistent spelling was—no doubt unintentionally—intro-
duced by the copyist of our autograph. 
2 Metzger (1968: 173) quotes Pasquali: “coincidence in ‘trivializzazioni’ does not prove 
relationship between manuscripts”. 
3 According to The Greek New Testament4: ∏45 L l211 l384 l387 l770 l773 l1780 itaur vg 
syrhmg slavmss Cyril1/2; Augustine. In the third edition the apparatus mentions additional 
Greek lectionaries. 
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en under influence of Greek manuscript(s) containing the majority reading. 
It is, however, also possible that the copyists of Ma Os Ms (or their ancest-
ors) committed a scribal error: changing the less familiar combination of 
‘good spirit’ to ‘holy spirit’ or ‘the holy spirit’.1 
 In Lk 1.27 Os reads iosif=≤ ot= domou i oh@;stva dv@dova, while ES As 
Zo Ma Iv Ni Ms read iosif=≤ ot= domou davidova. This addition of Os 
has a direct parallel in Greek manuscripts (kai; patrivaı Å C L f1 700. 1424 
al). An alternative explanation to Greek influence could be that i oh@;stva is 
a gloss intruding into the text, but this seems less likely. 
 
CLASSIFICATION OF VARIANTS 
The following classification of textological phenomena2 aims to give an 
impression of the variants that remain after data abstraction has been per-
formed. If a reading is shared by more than one manuscript, it is given in its 
‘abstracted’ form, i.e. after Replace and Regularisation have done their 
work. If they agree with the intermediary text, however, I cite this text (in 
its ‘unabstracted’ form). The context is in most cases provided by the inter-
mediary text file.3  
Clear-cut Corruption 
Sometimes the only explanation for a certain variant is that the copyist 
blundered. Obvious scribal errors are likely to remain without offspring in a 
uncontrolled tradition, because, to combat these errors, more than one 
manuscript is used to check this type of transmission. Nastier ones, of 
 
                                                
1 For Os and Ms this seems, however, less likely because both occurrences of the verse (in 
the Synaxarion and the Menologion) agree. This could point to consistent revision. On the 
other hand, the Slavic Apostolos manuscripts collated for Bakker & Van der Tak 1994 did 
not display a high degree of ‘intratextual’ consistency. Besides, two of the collated Greek 
lectionaries in one of the two occurrences of Acts 17.19 (example 5) added a negation 
(one manuscript, however, in the Synaxarion, the other in the Menologion): probably an 
example of how a variant reading can arise by itself.  
2 Loosely based on Tov 1992 and Colwell 1965. 
3 This text, therefore, receives the role of basis for comparison, although it is only pre-
liminary and operational. Certain variants clearly deserve their prominent place in the 
intermediary text, but the case for others still has to be argued. Thus a variant labelled as 
omission could just as well be the original reading (the variant in the base text being an ad-
dition); cf. Colwell 1965: 373: “When the classification of readings is based upon these 
descriptive categories [i.e. omission, addition, transposition and substitution, MB], the stu-
dent has tacitly assumed knowledge which he has not yet attained”. 
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course, stay on and give rise to the diversity attested in the manuscripts. 
There are many examples of clear-cut corruption that are difficult to clas-
sify under one of the following headings. For example, ES reads nam= 
instead of vam= in Lk 11.9 and in 2Cor 4.12 it is the only manuscript to 
change (s=mr=t; oubo) v= nas= d`\t; så≤ (a 'ivot= v= vas≤) in  v= vas= 
desät= sä (f.17r) thus rendering the opposition senseless. The Glagolitic v 
and n are not very similar, so this does not absolve the copyist of ES. The 
corruption of d`\t; into desät= probably came about under the influence 
of the fol-lowing sä. 
Minuses 
Letters and sometimes whole phrases can be omitted, when the eye of the 
scribe makes a fatal jump (saut du même au même). 
• Haplography  
In Mt 2.4 s=brav= v;sq arxi\reã (As Os Ni Ms) opposes sbra vsåq arxiereå 
(ES Sa Iv Ko; Zo Ma do not contain this verse). The latter reading has 
probably arisen through omission of the second occurrence of v(;).1  
 
• Parablepsis (homoioteleuton, homoioarcton) 
In Ga 4.7, OA BA TA were corrupted through homoioteleuton: they read 
'e instead 'e ou'e. 
 SA and MA omit the last part of 1Cor 15.44 by shifting from the first 
occurrence of t`lo douxov;no to the second (v=sta\t= t`lo douxov;no. a]e 
\st= t`lo douw;no≤ \st= t`lo douxov;no). In the following verse OA 
makes a similar but less obvious scribal error: they jump from douwœ 'ivœ 
to doux= 'ivotvorã];. 
 
• Omissions 
Scribal inattention can result in omissions. In Mt 3.16 Zo renders the 
following clause in an anacoluthon by omitting the last word: otvr`så så 
\mou nebesa.2 It is, of course, also possible that the scribe left out word(s) 
from the antigraph(s) of which he could not make sense. 
Pluses 
A scribe seems inclined to add rather than to omit. 
 
                                                
1 The opposite explanation—that the latter reading gave rise to the former through ditto-
graphy—is  less likely, because, on the basis of the Greek evidence, the former is probably 
the original. 
2 Zo Os I Sa Iv Ni Ms have otvrzowå vs. ES As otvr`så. 
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• Dittography  
The opposite of haplography is dittography: writing the same letter(s) or 
word(s) twice. For example, ES has a singular reading in the beginning of 
Eph 5.19 (glagolõ]e seb` v= psalmjx=.) by writing v= for seb` as well. As 
reads in Mt 2.10 v=zdradovawä sä radostiõ radostiõ velieõ Ω`lo. 
 ES contains special cases of doubling: the last letters of f. 23r are ¬ pos= 
and the beginning of the verso side reads: ¬ pos=lav=. Something similar 
occurs on f. 16 in Lk 11.4. This type of deliberate dittography occurs, of 
course, especially in service books. In ES, however, ¬ pos= on the recto side 
is not marked as a catchword, so it could also be a simple transcriptional 
error by the copyist. The doubling of radostiõ in As can be the result of a 
catchword in the antigraph. 
 
• Conflations of readings 
When a scribe was not able to choose between competing variants in the 
manuscripts before him, he could combine them into one reading in the 
new copy. The resulting conflate reading is a clear indication of a contam-
inated transmission, in which more than one exemplar was used by the 
copyist. For instance, in Lk 1.29 ES As Ma Os Ni read vid`v=wi, while Zo 
Iv read slywavwi. Ms combines these variants into: slywa≤ i videv=wi.  
 In Mt 20.1 (izide) koup;no outro is supported by As Zo Ma Iv Ni. Sa 
replaces koup;no outro with za outra; Os Ms1 with koup;no  za outra and 
ES reads simply outro.2 The Greek word a{ma is probably the culprit for this 
confusion, because it is an adverb (‘at the same time’, ‘together’) as well as 
a preposition (in combination with prwi?: ‘early in the morning’). Os Ms 
combine the renderings koup;no outro (As Zo Ma Iv Ni) and za outra (Sa) 
into one reading. This could be a conflate reading. 
 
• Additions 
Some pluses were caused not so much by the scribe’s inaccuracy, as by the 
conscious or unconscious tendency to make the text smoother, more ex-
plicit and understandable. In most cases the result is accretion of the text. 
 In Lk 6.1 (qd`axœ istiraõ]e) rœkama is supported by As Zo Ma Iv; ES 
 
                                                
1 This is Ms’s reading for March 9th; on Wednesday of the 8th week after Pentecost it 
reads abi\ za outra. 
2 ES—or rather its ancestor(s)— can probably be counted as supporting the former read-
ing, because it is likelier that its variant arose from the former rather than from the latter 
reading. 
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Ni read rœkami and Os rœkami svoimi.1 Os makes the text more explicit. 
 In He 12.9 ES and RA add ix= to sramlqaxom= sq. This is an expansion 
that makes perfect sense and occurs in modern translations as well.2 
 A special case of addition is the result of ‘liturgical reflexes’. The 
manuscripts were copied and used in an environment where the scribes 
were imbued with liturgical phrases by daily singing and recitation. For 
example, the addition of v`ka by ES and v`kou by Ma to v`ky in 2Cor 9.9 
(matched by a number of Greek uncials and minuscules) was probably in-
duced by the twofold occurrence of this word in prayers etc. 
 ES has a tendency to expand the name isous= (js@) to isous= xristos= (js@ xs@) 
in the Apostolos lections (passim).  
Transpositions 
Changes in the order of words occur frequently in the manuscripts. Most of 
these transpostions, however, are singular readings. In Lk 11.13, for 
instance, Os’s reading hådom= vawim= daqti is opposed by daqti 
hådom= vawim= (ES As Zo Ma Os Sa Iv Ni). A possible source of 
transpositions is the limited memory span of the scribes. 
Substitution 
• Graphic similarity 
In Lk 12.39 ES reads i e'e instead of se 'e (As Zo Ma Os Sa Iv Ni). This 
variant can easily be explained by the similarity of s and i in the Glagolitic 
alphabet. 
 ES OA RA replace in 2Cor 4.14 (the abbreviation of) isousom; with nim. 
In this case the two words are relatively dissimilar in Glagolitic as well as 
in Cyrillic, which decreases the chance that this error arose inde-pendently.  
 
• Phonetic similarity 
 
                                                
1 The dual is probably the original reading on the basis of the manuscripts that support it. 
Besides external evidence, intrinsic evidence should also be considered. Is the dual com-
mon in similar cases, i.e. when the total number is actually more than two? 
2 E.g. Russian Synodal, English RSV, Dutch NBG.  The original Old Slavic translation is 
generally assumed to be quite free, so why not in these cases? One can envisage the possi-
bility that ES as sole manuscript among the collated manuscripts, preserved the original 
reading. The other manuscripts could then bear the marks of subsequent revision that 
brought the text slavishly into line with the Greek original. 
 Finally, there is the possibility that a Greek manuscript adding aujtw`n is the source of 
rœkami svoimi. This is one of the numerous examples showing that textual criticism of 
versions like the Old Slavic is more difficult than that of the Greek original itself. 
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In the same verse OA has a singular reading that could be explained as the 
result of dictation or internal recitation: øbr`t= postavit= instead of pr`d=-
postavit=. 
 
• Semantic similarity 
A word can also be replaced in the mind of a scribe by a word which is 
semantically close. For example, SA reads in He 12.9 bogou instead of ot;-
cou, ES in Eph 5.10 bogovi instead of gospodevi1 and in Lk 6.8 Ma reads 
hlv`kovi and Os hlov`kou instead of m\'evi. 
 
• Harmonisation  
In the Synoptic Gospels quite a number of parallel passages occur. These 
can, of course, influence each other.2  
 In Mt 2.4  ES adds i star=cq before the last word in arxi\reã i k=ni-
';niky l[d;skyã (As Os Sa Iv; Ni reads i[dyskie). A parallel of this vari-
ant (without l[d;skyã) is found in Mk 14.53. It is, however, not likely that 
the addition in ES was made under the influence of exactly this parallel 
passage. Given the amount of corruption in ES, this example should prob-
ably simply be listed under “Additions”.3 
 
• Lexical variation 
Since this type of variation between manuscripts is the most conspicuous, it  
has been a classical object of study by palaeoslavists.4 It is, however, not a 
reliable tool for diagnostic purposes, since it is difficult to pinpoint the 
source of a particular change. Does Os read in Lk 6.6 sbori]e instead of s=-
n;mi]e, because the latter was unfamiliar to the scribe, or were these words 
freely interchangable?  
 
                                                
1 In this respect, ES joins the Greek manuscripts D* F G 81*. 
2 Cf. Metzger 1971: xxcii: “Scribes would frequently bring divergent passages into 
harmony with one another.”  
3 Consider the words of G. Salmon quoted in Metzger 1971: 284: “the tendency of scribes 
to refuse to allow two words to part company which usually go together (such as eating 
and drinking, fasting and praying, wives and children), and when one occurs to add the 
other, with or without authority.” Although the Slovník is not a concordance, the examples 
it gives under the entries l[d;sk= and star;c; suggest that these words frequently occur to-
gether. 
4 E.g. V. Jagi⋲ in “Zum Altkirchenslavischen Apostolus”. I, II, Sitzungsber. KAW, Wien 
1919; III, 1920. 
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 In Eph 5.18 KA MA1 read instead of blœd= (ajswtiva) the calque nes=pa-
seni\: possibly an example of a gloss that intruded into the text. CA reads 
bloud=, but contains in 1Pe 4.4 the calque2, while SA BA KA MA read 
blœd=. 
 
• Orthographic/phonological variation 
Here the causes of change are manifold as well. Not only do we have to 
reckon with the results of shifting phonological systems of the scribes’ 
dialects, but also with the conservative and innovative forces governing the 
use of not one, but two scripts. The lack of orthographic consistency is the 
greatest source of variants. A scribe sometimes writes the same word in 
two different ways on the same folium.3  
 
• Morphological variation 
This category overlaps with the previous and the following one. Consider, 
for instance, the interchange in ES of tebe/teb` and sebe/seb` where the other 
manuscripts agree on either the accusative or the dative (e.g. in Mt 2.6 (j⁄s 
teb`) and Mt 3.14 (ot= teb`). The reading oc`stit sebe l[di izrådny of 
ES TA in Tt 2.14 is grammatically and theologically unacceptable. 
 The forms da'di (Mt 20.8, Mk 10.37), slovesi (genitive; Mt 15.23) and 
desqti (locative, Mt 20.6) in ES seem to be cases of morphological inno-
vation.  
 In many manuscripts verbal endings are changed. The cause of this phe-
nomenon could be unfamiliarity of the scribes with the verbal inflexions. In 
Ga 4.4 ES reads pridet instead of (\gda) pride (kon;hina l`tou) and in the 
next verse ES is joined by MA in reading priimet instead of priimem=. In 
Zo Ni zahqt= is replaced by zahnet (Lk 1.36). In Tt 2.12 ES changes the 
 
                                                
1 Joined by cod. Moskva, GIM, Voskresenskij 30p (f.17v): an 11th century copy of the 
Pandects of Antiochus. 
2 This ‘imitatio mechanica vocis græcæ’ is listed in the Slovník, although it is a hapax le-
gomenon in CA and does not occur anywhere else in its base of manuscripts. It is accomp-
anied in 1Pe 4.4 by bloud=m; in the margin. Because the commentary in the margin of CA 
wraps around the gloss and the writing is similar, the gloss appears to be written by a con-
temporary corrector or even the copyist himself. Besides, the accompanying commentary 
contains the word blou'enie and not the calque. 
3 The Slavic manuscripts could in this respect be compared to certain Greek papyri. In his 
study of corruption in a number of Gospel papyri Colwell (1965: 374) makes the follow-
ing comment: “Why did the scribes of these papyri create this mass of singular readings? 
The first reason is their lack of ability to spell.”  
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participle ot=vr=g=we to ot=vr='em=. 
 
• Syntactical variation 
The competition between accusative and genitive (with animate beings) 
and between (possessive) genitive and dative deserves systematic attention. 
In certain cases most manuscripts agree on either member of these two op-
positions, but in other cases it is difficult to say which form was original. 
There are several instances where one or more manuscripts have adnominal  
\mou instead of adnominal \go and vice versa (e.g. in Lk 6.6 and Lk 6.30). 
In the following phrase (in 2Cor 4.13), however, \mou is not interchange-
able, because it is the definite article of p;sanou\mou: imœ]e 'e t='de 
doux= v`r` po p;sanou\mou (kata; to; gegrammevnon). ES TA have the 
obviously secondary (or even tertiary) pisan(i)[ ego, OA and RA seem to 
have been corrupted even further; they read, respectively: sp`åni[ ego and 
pisani` ego. 
 In ES there is a strong tendency towards analytical constructions. It 
reads, for instance, in Lk 11.4 ostavi ot= nas= gr`xy nawå instead of ostavi 
nam= gr`xy nawå.  
 
• Stylistic change 
In Mk 10.37 ES Sa Iv Ms replace i \din= with a drougy in da'd; nama≤ 
da \din= o desnœõ tebe≤ i \din= o wouõ tebe sådev`. Given their 
innovative tendencies, their reading is probably secondary. No doubt it is a 
genuine ‘Slavic’ means to create an opposition. However, the reading of As 
Zo Ma Os Ni, which follows the Greek (twice ei|"), seems to be preferable, 
because the text does not contain a real opposition.  
 ES opposes the rest in Lk 1.32, where it reads the more ‘Slavic’ adjective 
dv@= instead of the genitive (pr`stol=) davida.  
 
• Variation in punctuation 
The division of the text into clauses can give information about the 
interpretation of the text and the filiation of the manuscripts. For example, 
in the verse mentioned “Syntactical Variation” (imœ]e 'e t='de doux= 
v`r` po p;sanou\mou. v`rovax= t`m; 'e i v=zglagolax=...) ES OA have a 
punctua-tion mark between doux= and v`r`, although these words belong 
together. 
 
• Erasure/correction 
A special case of change is subsequent correction by the scribe himself or 
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another person. In Mt 2.12 Os reads v=zvratiti instead of v=zvratiwå. If one 
examines the picture in the facsimile edition, however, one notices a 
different colour under the last two letters of this word. It is therefore 
possible that Os previously had the same reading as the other manuscripts. 
 It is not surprising that scribes made errors. What is remarkable, how-
ever, is that in most collated manuscripts they were subsequently not cor-
rected. A glaring mistake like the dittography in As referred to above could 
easily have been remedied by erasing one of the occurrences of the word. 
 
PRELIMINARY APPRAISAL OF THE MANUSCRIPTS 
Here follows a superficial textual assessment of the participating manu-
scripts: 
The Gospel Lections 
• The ES displays a comparatively high level of corruption. Most of the 
variants can be explained as scribal errors. 
• As shares this characteristic with ES, but has its own singular readings. 
• Among the collated Gospel manuscript,s Zo Ma take the middle ground: 
they differ relatively less from the intermediary text1. They can, however, 
hardly be grouped together because of the variants they do not share. 
• Since Sa contains only 65% of the collated text, it is difficult to draw con-
clusions. Its singular readings (part of them clearly secondary) seem to ban-
ish it to a peripheral position. 
• Apart from the linguistic innovation Iv shares with Os and Sa it seems to 
bear the marks of textual revision. 
• Ni and Ko are clear examples of the maxim recentiores non deteriores. 
Despite their linguistic innovation and occasional lapses, these manuscripts 
compare well with the oldest manuscripts. 
• Ms stands even farther apart from the rest than Iv. Its variants seem to be 
the result of a conscious editorial effort. 
• Y is both orthographically and morphologically very stable, and its text 
differs in only a few cases from the intermediary text.2 Because it does not 
contain the nonsensical scribal errors attested in the other manuscripts, it is 
almost certainly the product of careful revision or recension. Since Y is a 
 
                                                
1 Which is itself to a large extent the greatest common denominator of the manuscripts. 
2 In fact, Y formed the basis for the intermediary text of the Gospel lections. After scan-
ning into the computer the lections from Vajs’ editions, I made a few changes in the ortho-
graphy. On the basis of the collations I modified the text in 22 places. 
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bilingual codex (cf. the Greek-Latin codex Bezæ Cantabrigiensis), it could 
even be a new translation. Its archaic features, however, seem to belie this 
hypothesis. This unique Slavic monument not only provides glosses from 
other Slavic codices, its Greek text is also accompanied by an intricate ap-
paratus criticus. It is surprising that it has received so little attention among 
slavists. 
The Apostolos Lections 
The collated Apostolos manuscripts are considerably younger than the col-
lated Gospel manuscripts. They display much more orthographic and lin-
guistic diversity; their level of corruption seems to be higher as well. In 
some places it is difficult to pick from among the variants a reading that 
makes sense and is grammatically sound. 
• ES has a considerable number of singular readings. 
• SA occupies a relatively isolated position among its counterparts on ac-
count of its great number of unique variants. 
• OA is also severely corrupted; its variants tend to be nonsensical. 
• RA scores highest on the corruption scale. It differs sharply from the 
other manuscripts with respect to its manifold omissions.1 
• BA is not very conspicuous: apart from an occasional lapse it keeps the 
middle road. 
• This is even more the case for TA. 
• In Bakker & Van der Tak 1994 we indicated that CA bears the marks of 
revision and subsequent influence from Greek manuscripts. For example, in 
2Cor 4.14 only this carefully executed manuscript omits s= and thus brings 
itself—maybe accidentally—into line with the Greek Byzantine text type.2 
• KA is a comparably stable manuscript. 
• MA contains a mixture of nonsensical readings and conscious changes. 
 
TENTATIVE GROUPING ON THE BASIS OF SHARED READ-
INGS 
When data abstraction is applied, the list of variants shrinks dramatically. 
And if one disregards readings attested in only one of the collated manu-
 
                                                
1 A plausible explanation would be that the scribe was copying from one already severely 
corrupted manuscript and that he preferred omitting words to writing nonsense. 
2 Represented by ˜ in the fourth edition of The Greek New Testament, it has diav instead 
of su;n. Regrettably, CA was chosen to represent (together with BA) the Slavic Apostolos 
in this edition (cf. Bakker 1994).  
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scripts, a surprisingly stable text emerges. On the basis of variants shared 
by the Gospel manuscripts no clear pattern of groups can be discerned. 
Against the background of changing coalitions ES and As seem to team up 
slightly more than the rest. 
 It is of course premature to form groups or families, especially on the 
basis of such limited and raw material. However, one distinct group of 
Apostolos manuscripts started to surface during the analysis of the lists of 
variants: CA KA MA. These manuscripts (and only they) add m`sto in 
2Cor 6.18 and i svåtœ in Ro 12.1; in 2Cor 6.16 they read vy (bo) xram este 
instead of my cr;k=vi \sm=. KA and MA share the calque nes=paseni\ (CA 
reads this word in another verse; cf. “Lexical variation”). Typologically 
they are also related: all three contain continuous (full) Apostolos texts. CA 
is with its commentary even a special type of non-lectionary Apostolos 
(tolkovyj). The commentary in the text of 1 Timothy in KA suggests that 
an ancestor of this manuscript was a continuous Apostolos with comment-
ary. It must be said, however, that CA KA MA do not always agree. 
 It is remarkable that TA, which is also a continuous Apostolos, has more 
in common with ES and OA. It sides in certain important places with these 
manuscripts and not with the other continuous Apostolos manu-scripts. ES 
OA RA TA share (in various stages of corruption) the first read-ing 
mentioned under “Syntactical variation”. Assuming the occurrence of this 
rare scribal blunder is not a coincidence, it could point to genetic kin-ship.1  
 
HYPOTHESES REGARDING THE EUCHOLOGIUM SINAITICUM 
In this section I allow myself to speculate about the textual history of the 
New Testament lections in the additional folia of the ES and the history of 
the ES as a whole. 
At Least One Ancestor? 
Collation with other Slavic manuscripts and critical analysis of the variants 
has revealed a comparatively high level of corruption in the additional ES 
folia. Besides, there are specific marks of linguistic change. The main body 
of the ES as published by Nahtigal shares these characteristics to a large 
extent.2 This serves as extra proof that the additional folia do indeed belong 
to the ES. Moreover, these shared characteristics make it probable that the 
 
                                                
1 Cod. Athos Zografou 53 and Cod. Sofia NBKM 882 share this reading as well. 
2 I.e. nonsensical readings, interchange of vy/ny, specific forms like da'di, tendency to-
wards analytical constructions et cetera.  
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texts contained in ES were copied as a whole at least once.  
Closed Tradition? 
The ES could then be the sole surviving copy of a unique constellation of 
texts that probably did not receive widespread dissemination. It is, there-
fore, possible that the copyist of the ES had no similar manuscript at hand 
with which to compare its antigraph. Regarding the readings for the days of 
the week Tarnanidis remarks that “the order preserved in this Slavonic Eu-
chologion bears no resemblance to that found in other Greek and Slavonic 
Euchologia”1 Although the New Testament lections in the ES are all part of 
the short Gospel and Apostolos lectionaries, only a well-read scribe would 
immediately locate the counterparts of the weekday readings in the Synax-
arion of a lectionary.2 The ES could, therefore, be the product of an uncon-
taminated (closed) rather than a contaminated transmission. This 
hypothesis would explain the high level of singular readings and the 
absence of symp-toms of contamination (e.g. conflate readings).3 
 If the ES was not subject to contamination, the texts preserved in it have 
 
                                                
1 Tarnanidis 1988: 79. 
2 Two Apostolos lections carry the wrong ascription (2Cor 4.6-15: Hebrews and Tt 2.11-
14, 3.4-7: Timothy). This phenomenon (which occurs in lectionaries as well) encumbers 
comparison especially with continuous New Testament manuscripts. 
3 This applies to at least some of the other collated manuscripts as well. It is often 
assumed (cf. Alekseev 1986: 8) that the Old Slavic New Testament was copied by scribes 
using two or more antigraphs. However, has the validity of this model been satisfactorily 
proven? Maybe the tradition of the (oldest) Slavic New Testament manuscripts should not 
be compared to the careful copying of Greek uncials, but rather to the sometimes ‘wild’ 
and uncontaminateded tradition of the Greek New Testament papyri. I quote three 
observations from Colwell’s study (1965: 382, 386, 388): 
 “∏45 gives the impression of a scribe who writes without any intention of exactly re-
producing his source. He writes with great freedom—harmonizing, smoothing out, sub-
stituting almost whimsically. Here again, there is no evidence whatever of a second party 
control—less than three singular readings per hundred are corrected—nor in fact of ex-
ternal controls of any kind.” 
 “Wildness in copying is the outstanding characteristic of ∏66. This makes it very diffi-
cult to decide whether particular readings are due to editorializing on the part of the scribe 
or rather due to his general laxity and inefficiency.” 
 “The corruption of the text in ∏45 sheds light on the process of corruption in an un-
controlled tradition. In that tradition a particular kind of freedom exists. It occurs where 
Greek sophistication is in short supply—in the backwoods where few knew Greek—and 
results in the making of an independent translation. In these areas appeal to a ‘standard’ 
text was impossible, for the very idea did not exist.” 
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their own isolated tradition. The ES would then be the exit of a tunnel 
originating at the moment when its protograph was compiled. In addition, 
the nonsensical and ungrammatical readings attested in the New Testament 
lections of the ES do not point to revision. This would mean that, during 
their journey through the tunnel, they were covered with a layer of corrup-
tion, but apart from that remained basically unadulterated.1 
Where were the New Testament lections taken from? 
The ES reads in the place of the Apostolos lection for the sick (f. 22r):2 
Ispov`daite seb` gr`xy. I]i na pamåt pr@ka iliã. Instead of repeating a 
lec-tion, lectionaries often save parchment or paper by referring to another 
oc-casion where it has been given.3 This  reference was, therefore, probably 
copied from an Apostolos lectionary.4 The length of the lections conforms 
to the usual length in Apostolos and Gospel lectionaries. Besides, textually 
they seem closer to the lectionaries than to the continuous manuscripts col-
lated. Thus, it seems likely that they were taken from lectionary manu-
scripts. These could have been short lectionaries, because none of the peri-
copes in the ES belongs to the extra lessons (for weekdays after Pentecost) 
given by the long lectionaries.5 Since the ES has a number of readings in 
common with certain Apostolos lectionaries,6 it is possible that the com-
piler of ES’ protograph used an Apostolos lectionary genealogically linked 
to these manuscripts. Moreover, since these readings appear to be second-
ary, corruption must have had the opportunity to wreak havoc in the text of 
this ‘family’. The protograph of the ES was, therefore, probably not com-
piled during the very beginning of Slavic letters. 
Who Compiled the Protograph of the ES? 
 
                                                
1 In this case it is not so important what age is assigned to the ES itself. The Nikola Go-
spel is even much younger than the ES, but still it contains (also under a layer of corrup-
tion and innovation) an ancient text. 
2 Tarnanidis (1988: 83) concludes that one or two folia are missing, because the readings 
mentioned on f. 22r are not appropriate for sickness, but  according to Çifljanov (1976: 
345) James 5.10-16 was in the 9th century the Apostolos reading for the Anointing of the 
Sick. The pericope of the Canaanitess (Mt 15.21-28) speaks about healing as well.   
3 On f.10r of the main body of the ES (in the Service of bratrotvorenie) the text refers in a 
similar fashion to the Gospel lesson of the seventh Sunday after Easter. 
4 In which the lessons for the various occasions follow the readings of the Menologion.  
5 The Apostolos lessons designated for the weekdays are all read on Saturdays and Sun-
days after Pentecost and before the start of Great Lent. 
6 And the continuous Apostolos TA; cf. “Tentative grouping on the basis of shared 
readings”. 
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This contradicts the hypotheses of Tarnanidis (1988: 79), who speculates 
that the selection of Apostolos and Gospel lections is an ad hoc com-
pilation by Cyril and Methodius for their missionary work in Moravia.1 The 
contradiction is further strengthened by the fact that the themes of the les-
sons are neither exceptionally ‘missionary’, nor are they connected with the 
days on which they are read.2  
 In fact, I suspect that the learned Byzantine missionaries would not be 
happy to be credited with the design of such an extraordinary manuscript. 
Its user has to look up the feast of Prophet Elijah in an Apostolos lection-
ary, if he wants to celebrate a service for the sick.3 The lections for the feast 
could, of course, have been listed in the gathering that followed the present 
gathering according to Tarnanidis’ reckoning (1988: 74). That would mean 
that after a selection of only four feasts from the Menologion (Christmas, 
Theophany, Forty Martyrs of Sebaste, Annunciation) and at least one from 
the Synaxarion (Easter) a lesser feast from the Menologion would have fol-
lowed. 
 In any case, the compiler seems not to have worked according to a clear 
design. Maybe the ES is what remains of a collection of Old Slavic writ-
ings, in which the compiler simply lumped together Old Slavic (liturgical) 
texts available to him. 
What is the Value of the ES as a Witness of the Old Slavic New 
Testament? 
Even if the speculations offered above are proven to be wrong, the fact re-
mains that—under layers of corruption and innovation—an ancient text ap-
pears to rest in the New Testament lections in the ES. When one disregards 
similar layers in the other collated manuscripts, the differences between a 
number of them and ES become rather small. Anyone interested in re-
storing the original translation of the Old Slavic New Testament should 
definitely take into account the ES lections. In fact, when ES, As, Zo, Ma, 
Ni and Ko agree, there is a strong case for their reading being the earliest 
 
                                                
1 According to him the selection has no parallel in Greek nor Slavic Euchologia.  
2 Although phrases like “I will be their God, and they shall be my people” (2Cor 6.16), “I 
came not to call the righteous, but sinners” (Mt 9.13) and the teaching about prayer in Lk 
11.1b-4 & 9-13 are appropriate for converts. 
3 The New Testament lections that are usually given at the end of an Euchologion are 
meant to relieve the celebrant from carrying an Apostolos and an Gospel lectionary with 
him. 
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attainable.1 It is possible, however, that this is not the original Cyrillo(-Me-
thodian) translation, which could have been modified subsequently. In that 
case, we can only cross this barrier by conjecture.2 
 The ES contains the oldest witnesses for the Apostolos text. If the Go-
spel lections in the ES are of an ancient text type, it seems plausible that, 
analogically, the Apostolos lections are ancient as well. In this case, the ES 
becomes the most important witness for the Apostolos text, not only be-
cause the Apostolos manuscripts are much younger, but also because they 
appear to be either revised or considerably corrupted. 
 I have one last speculation to offer. The collated manuscripts contain a 
considerable number of scribal errors.3 Moreover, most of them were sub-
sequently not corrected and contain few traces of contamination like con-
flate readings. In addition, occurrences of the same verses do not appear to 
have been brought in line with each other.4 Thus, the collated manuscripts 
do not seem to be witnesses of a highly critical tradition.5 This means that 
 
                                                
1 One could draw a comparison with the Greek: As Zo Ma are like uncials as the Sinai-
ticus and the Vaticanus or papyri as ∏66 and ∏75, Ni and Ko could be compared to ver-
sions like the Syriac and Coptic (translated from ancient Greek exemplars), and ES has 
something in common with the independent tradition of the New Testament quotations in 
the Greek Church Fathers. The apparent revision in Os and Ms could be compared to the 
modification process that produced the Byzantine text type. 
2 Similarly, we cannot look past the barrier posed by the Greek NT papyri. Their readings 
indicate that the first centuries were an especially volatile time for the Greek text. Most 
changes in the text seem to have taken place during this time.  
3 One would like to have an objective method of measuring corruption. A ‘corruption in-
dex’ for each manuscript (scribe) would make it easier to compare manuscripts and tradi-
tions. 
4 In Bakker & Van der Tak 1994 we scrutinised ‘intratextual counterparts’, i.e. repeated 
occurrences of the same pericope in a single lectionary manuscript. Instead of agreement 
we found great divergence between intratextual counterparts in Slavic Apostolos lectionar-
ies. The Greek Gospel lectionaries offer a different picture (Colwell 1969: 93): “Thus we 
see that [Greek Gospel, MB] lectionaries agree with one another in lections taken from the 
Synaxarion and in lections from the Menologion.” 
5 This is, of course, not surprising for a freshly established literary tradition. The Greek 
original was transmitted in a much more developed literary and scholarly environment. 
One should, therefore, rather use versions like the Armenian and the Gothic as typological 
evidence. On the other hand, the Slavic version could be treated as a sub-system of the 
Byzantine literary system, for which the ultimate authority remained the Greek original. 
Cf. Bakker 1994: “It should not be forgotten that for a long time the Slavia Orthodoxa was 
to a greater or lesser extent part of the Byzantine Commonwealth (unlike most of the 
churches associated with the other early versions). Therefore, changes in the Typikon also 
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the original translations must have been corrupted at quite an early stage.1 
At some point, the need for revision must have arisen. One would especial-
ly expect repairs to the text in carefully executed manuscripts like Os. Peri-
pheral manuscripts like Ni and Ko, on the other hand, seem to have escaped 
revision. Together with the oldest manuscripts (produced to a certain extent 
in a closed fashion), they are the first manuscripts one should turn to in pre-
paring a critical edition of the Old Slavic New Testament. 
 
TOWARDS A CRITICAL EDITION OF THE OLD SLAVIC NEW 
TESTAMENT 
This undertaking readily presents itself when the attention is shifted from 
the specific form of the text in the individual manuscripts to the text itself. 
Vajs took this important step in his reconstructions of the Old Slavic Go-
spels. He dared to make choices among the variants attested in the manu-
scripts and standardise the orthography: a normal procedure for editions in 
any language. Of course, this  pioneering undertaking is not perfect,2 but 
this was also the case for the first edition of the Greek New Testament. 
Erasmus’ work contained many errors and was only the first of many edi-
tions. Consider the words in the Introduction to the 27th edition of Nestle-
Aland: “It should be understood that this text is a working text: it is not to 
be considered as definitive, but as a stimulus to further efforts toward 
defin-ing and verifying the text of the New Testament.”3  
 In “Hort Redivivus: A Plea and a Program” Colwell describes the five 
steps needed to prepare a critical edition.4 In his description of the first step 
he writes: “The readings of individual manuscripts are the objective data 
 
                                                
found their way to Slavonic manuscripts. Moreover, the Slavonic text of the New Testa-
ment was probably subsequently compared to Greek manuscripts on several occasions. 
This continuous influence of the Greek considerably encumbers the reconstruction of the 
translations of Cyril and Methodius.” 
1 RA seems to be the culmination of this process. When the lector in church was reading 
aloud from this manuscript, the believers must surely have wondered sometimes at the 
meaning of his words. One would have to be desperate to use this manuscript as exemplar 
for further copying. 
2 On pp. 416-421 of Metzger 1977, a balanced assessment of Vajs’ work is given. 
3 Nestle-Aland 1993: 45*. The text of the 27th edition is identical to the text of the 26th 
edition; only the apparatus has been modified. 
4 (Colwell 1969: 148-171): 1. Begin with readings, 2. Characterize individual scribes and 
manuscripts, 3. Group the manuscripts, 4. Construct a historical framework, 5. Final 
judgement on readings. 
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with which the critic must deal. He should be familiar with a very large 
number of these, including readings that never find their way into an ap-
paratus criticus.” Nowadays, the computer offers the possibility to store the 
objective data par excellence: the manuscripts themselves. Once the diplo-
matic transcriptions have been entered (and rigorously checked), they can 
be made available to colleagues electronically on CD-ROM or through a 
computer network. The computer can perform the collations in a flawless 
and efficient manner. Subjectivity enters the stage when one selects a set of 
manuscripts and starts applying data abstraction. Reversibility, however, is 
guaranteed: one can always go back to the manuscripts and separate fact 
from fiction.1  
  The work on the critical edition will give an impulse to textual criti-cism 
of the Old Slavic New Testament. Not only will ‘global’ issues like the 
orthography of the base text and the weight of individual manuscripts have 
to be discussed, but also the external and internal evidence for or against a 
specific variant must be the subject of debate.2 Hypotheses like the ones 
listed in “Tentative Grouping on the Basis of Shared Readings” and 
“Hypotheses Regarding the Euchologium Sinaiticum” can be tested in a 
heuristic manner.3 
 It seems wise to produce first ‘operational editions’ of the short Gospel 
and Apostolos lectionaries. Lunt repeatedly urged a lection per lection an-
alysis of the Slavic New Testament. The (modified) text of Vajs can serve 
as intermediary text for the Gospels. The apparatus will be extracted from 
the computer collations and commentary on specific variants provided. In 
order to progress quickly it is better to keep—for the time being—the sets 
of manuscripts small.  
  
 
                                                
1 Cf. Lunt 1986: 121: “The large number of lections obviously makes an enormously time-
consuming task of collation. And it is not easy to present conclusions in a perspicuous 
way. Nonetheless, I am encouraged by my preliminary results, and urge my colleagues to 
undertake the same sort of investigation. It offers at least a chance to find an alternative to 
the present state of affairs—a series of contradictory opinions which are unfortunately 
based chiefly on unclear assumptions.” 
2 It is important that these are explicitly formulated to enhance transparency and account-
ability. 
3 Danti 1977 [translated by W.R. Veder]: “An edition can be called critical not because it 
restitutes an established, canonical, definitive etc. text, but because it makes use of relev-
ant criteria, to be considered valid, until replaced by new and better hypotheses or the dis-
covery of new facts.” 
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An edition of the New Testament lections in the Euchologium Sinaiticum is 
given in the appendix to this paper.  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
I collated the New Testament lections in the Euchologium Sinaiticum with 
Slavic Apostolos and Gospel manuscripts. The use of an intermediary text 
and the application of data abstraction enabled me to concentrate on (text-
critically) significant variants. Apart from a relatively high number of 
singular readings ES seems to basically agree with the oldest Gospel manu-
scripts. Most of the variants of ES can be classified as linguistic innova-
tions and scribal errors. In this paper I made only passing mention of the 
Greek Vorlage. Most of the variant readings can, in fact, be explained with-
out resorting to the Greek. 
 The features shared by the various parts of the ES make it probable that 
the compilation was previously copied as a whole at least once. The nature 
of the variants and the lack of signs of revision or contamination could well 
be the result of a ‘closed’ and rather corrupt transmission.  
 The collation method used for this paper will be the central process for 
producing a critical edition of the Old Slavic New Testament. The diplom-
atic transcriptions of the manuscripts form the solid fundament for this 
undertaking.  
 
 
APPENDIX: AN EDITION OF THE NEW TESTAMENT LECTIONS 
IN THE EUCHOLOGIUM SINAITICUM 
The main purpose of this operational edition is to enable the reader to make 
a text-critical appraisal of the ES lections. Banning singular and (likely) 
secondary readings to the apparatus highlights the corruption of the ES text 
and its level of variation. Codicological, palaeographic and orthographic 
characteristics of the manuscript, excluded from this publication, can be 
considered on the photographs provided by Tarnanidis 1988. 
The Text of this Edition 
The text is the intermediary text used (and modified) during the collation 
process. It is operational and subject to changes on the basis of growing 
external (additional Slavic witnesses, Greek Vorlage) and internal evidence 
(translation technique, linguistic evidence: for instance, the textual commit-
tee may decide to expand all occurrences of the stem brat- to bratr-). At this 
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stage, the text is merely an aide for reading the apparatus, i.e. considering 
the variants.  
The Apparatus Criticus of this Edition 
The apparatus contains all the (significant) readings of ES that differ from 
the intermediary text. These are accompanied by the evidence from the 
other witnesses. When ES agrees with the intermediary text the apparatus 
provides variant readings only in a few instances.  
 The apparatus is in principle positive, i.e. all variants and all witnesses 
are mentioned. However, when a variant has only very limited support (e.g. 
ES and one or two witnesses), the apparatus turns negative.  
 The first reading (in a positive critical unit) is the reading of the text and 
it is not repeated. All other readings are given in their abstracted form, ex-
cept when supported by only one witness; then they are cited in their actual 
spelling. 
 The comments in the apparatus concentrate in the first place on the 
readings of ES, but, inevitably, conceptions regarding the original Old Sla-
vic translation of the New Testament are presented (e.g. in Mk 10.45). The 
criticism regarding the group symbol ‘slav’ in the fourth edition of The 
Greek New Testament should also be considered as contributing towards 
the study of the Old Slavic New Testament in general. 
Lectionary Set-up 
For each lesson the occasion mentioned in ES is indicated. However, this 
Typikon-related information is not provided for the other witnesses. So far, 
only one of the occurrences of a lesson in a lectionary has been collated 
(the most complete evidence from the most obvious place in the Menolo-
gion or (short) Synaxarion). The order of the lessons has been changed to 
that of a modern continuous text. The term Slavic lectionaries refers to ES 
as well (it being a special form of lectionary). 
Caveats and Disclaimers 
Caveat 1: The apparatus contains only the variant readings from ES that re-
main after data abstraction, thus no orthographic variants. 
Caveat 2: A variant is given in its abstracted form (i.e. without jers etc.); 
only when it is supported by one witness, is the actual spelling provided. 
Caveat 3: The apparatus does not contain all the (significant) variants at-
tested in the other witnesses. One should therefore be aware not to draw 
conclusions ex silentio. 
Caveat 4: The same applies to the passages where ES is damaged. In case 
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of doubt consult the photographs of ES. 
Caveat 5: The apparatus is partly positive, partly negative. 
Caveat 6: At this stage Greek evidence is only occasionally provided. Mor-
eover, it is taken from only two editions. 
Disclaimer 1: I used mostly printed apographs of the witnesses. All the 
transcription errors not made by their editors are my own. 
Disclaimer 2: The text of this edition does not pretend to be a reconstruc-
tion of the original translation. 
 
Mt 2. 1-12  
ES: ff. 23r, 23v; lesson for Nativity 
Other Witnesses: As Os Sa Iv Ni Ko Ms 
2≤1 isousou ro'd;wou så≤ v= vit;le\m` i[d`ist`\m;≤1 v= d;ni iroda 
c`sarq≤ se vl=svi ot= v=stok=≤ pridœ v= i\rousalim= 2 glagolõ]e≤ k=de 
\st= ro'dii så c`sar; i[d`isk=≤ vid`xom= bo Ωv`zdœ \go na v=stoc`≤ 
i pridom= pokloni-t= så \mou≤ 3 ouslywav=2 'e irod= c`sar; s=måte 
så≤ i v;s; i\rousalim= s= ni-m;≤ 4 i s=brav=3 v;så arxi\reã i 
k=ni';niky  4 l[d;skyã≤ v=prawaawe ã k=de xristos= ra'da\t= så≤ 5 
oni 'e r`wå \mou≤ v= vit;le\m` i[d`ist`\m;≤ tako bo p;sano \st= 
prorokom;≤ 6 i ty vit;le\me zeml\ i[dova≤ nihim; 'e m;n;wi \si v= 
vladykax= i[dovax=≤ is tebe5 bo izidet= vo'd;≤6 i'e oupaset= l[di 
moã izdrailq≤ 7 togda irod= tai priz=vav= vl=xvy≤7 ispyta ot= nix= 
vr`må qvl;wåã så Ωv`zdy≤ 8  8 i pos=lav= ã v= vit;le\m= rehe≤ 
 
                                                
1 As Sa Iv Ni Ko Ms | i[deist`i ES Os. The change of gender may have occurred under 
influence of the Greek (in which ‘Bethlehem’ is feminine). However, the unanimous sup-
port for m;n;wi in v.6 seems to prove the primacy of the feminine gender. 
2 Os Sa Ni Ko Ms | slywav ES As Iv. The preceding \mou can have given rise to the vari-
ant through haplography, although it is equally possible that dittography produced the first 
reading. 
3 As Os Ni Ms {sunagagw;n} | sbra ES Sa Iv Ko. The conjunction i is introduced by Sa Ko 
before v=prawaawe to connect the two finite verb forms. ES’ sentence remains awkward and 
is definitely secondary. 
4 add ≤ i star=cä ES, a not unusual doublet. 
5 teb` ES. This confusion of cases—or rather e and `—occurs elsewhere in ES as well. 
6 ES As Iv Ms | vladyka Os Sa Ni Ko. The second reading probably arose under influence 
of the preceding vladykax= in the same verse. 
7 priz=va vl=xvy≤ j⁄ ES, the conjunction makes the sentence grammatical. 
8 add j⁄ pos= ES, probably a catchword (written last on the recto side of the folio) yet not 
specially marked as such. 
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w;d=we ispytaite izv`st;no o otrohåte≤ \gda 'e obrå]ete  1≤ v=zv`stite 
mi≤ da i az= w;d= poklo-nõ så \mou≤ 9 oni 'e poslouwav=we c`sarq 
idœ≤ i se Ωv`zda õ'e vid`wå na v=stoc`≤ id`awe pr`d= nimi2≤ doide 
'e priw;d=wi sta vr=xou≤ ide 'e b` ot-rohå≤ 10 vid`v=we 'e Ωv`zdœ≤ 
v=zdradovawå så radostiõ veli\õ Ω`lo≤ 11 i v=w;d=we v= xraminœ≤ 
vid`wå otrohå≤ s= mari\õ mater;õ \go≤ i pad=we po-kloniwå så 
\mou≤ i otvr;z=we s=krovi]a svoq≤ prineså \mou dary≤ zlato i li-van= 
i zmurnœ≤ 12 i ot=v`t= priim=we v= s=n`≤ ne v=zvratiwå så k= irodou≤ 
n= in`m; pœt;m; otidœ v= stranœ svoõ≤ 
 
Mt 3.13-17 
ES: f. 24v: lesson for Theophany 
Other witnesses: As Zo Os Sa Iv Ni Ms 
3≤13 v= ono vr`må≤ pride isous= ot= galil`ã na iordan=≤ k= ioanou 
kr;stit= så ot= n\go≤ 14 ioan= 'e v=zbranqawe \mou glagolã≤ az= 
tr`bouõ ot= tebe3 kr;-stiti så≤ a ty li4 grådewi k= m;n`≤ 15 
ot=v`]av= 'e isous= rehe k= n\mou≤ ostani nyn`≤ tako bo podob;no \st= 
nam= ispl;niti v;sqkœ5 prav;dœ≤ togda ostavi i≤ 16 kr;]; 'e så 
isous=≤ v=zide abi\ ot= vody≤ i se otvr`så6 så \mou nebesa≤ i vid` 
doux= bo'ii≤ s=xodå]; qko golœb;≤ i grådœ]; na  n;≤ 17 i se glas= s= 
nebese glagolã≤ s; \st= syn= moi v=zl[bl\nyi≤ o n\m;'e blagovolix=≤7  
 
Mt 9 9-13 
ES: f. 17v: lesson for Friday 
Other witnesses: As Zo Ma Os Sa Iv Ni Ko Ms 
9≤9 v= ono vr`må≤ pr`xodå isous= ot=tœdou vid` h;lov`ka≤ na myt;nici 
s`-då]a imen;m; mat=ƒ`q≤ i glagola \mou≤ po m;n` grådi≤ i v=stav= 
po n\m; ide≤ 10 i byst= \mou v=zle'å]ou v= domou  8≤ i se m=noΩi 
 
                                                
1 As Os Sa Ko Ms | add e ES Iv Ni. Probably a case of scribal expansion. If, however, the 
original translation was quite free, ES could have retained the original reading. 
2 nim; ES. This singular clashes with the preceding vid`wå. 
 
3 teb` ES. 
4 As Zo Ni | li ty ES Sa Ms | ty Os Iv.  
5 Zo Os Sa Iv Nik | vsœ ES As Ms.  
6 ES As | otvrzowå Zo Os Sa Iv Ni Ms. 
7 As Zo Os Sa Ms | blagoizvolix Es Iv Ni.  
 
8 add ego ES, which makes the text more explicit. 
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gr`w;nici i my-tare1 priw;d=we v=zle'aaxœ s= isousom=≤ i s= ouheniky 
\go≤ 11 i vid`v=we faris`i glagolaaxœ ouhenikom= \go≤ po h;to s= 
mitary i gr`w;niky ouhitel; vaw; qst=≤ 12 isous= 'e slywav= rehe im=≤ 
ne tr`bouõt= s=dravii vraha≤ n= bo-lå]ei≤ 13 w;d=we 'e naouhite så≤ 
h;to \st=≤ milostyni xo]œ≤ a ne 'r;tv`≤ ne prid= bo prav;d;nik= 
priz=vat=≤ n= gr`w;nik= na pokaqni\≤ 
Mt 15.21-28 
ES: ff. 22r, 22v; lesson for the sick (cf. p. 176; ftn. 3) 
Other witnesses: Zo Ma Os Sa Iv Ni Ko Ms 
15≤21 v= ono vr`må≤ v=nide2 isous= v= stranœ tur;skœ i sidon;skœ≤ 22 
i se 'e-na xanan`iska≤ ot= pr`d`l= t`x= iw;d=wi≤ v=z=pi glagolõ]i≤ 
pomiloui må gospodi≤ synou3 davydov=≤ d=]i moq z=l` b`s;nou\t= så≤ 
23 on= 'e ne ot=v`]a \i slovese4≤ i pristœpl;we ouhenici \go≤ 
molqaxœ i glagolõ]e≤ ot=pousti õ≤ qko v=pi\t= v= sl`d= nas=≤ 24 on= 
'e ot=v`]av= rehe≤ n`sm; pos=lan=≤ t=k=mo k= ov;cam= pogyb=wiim= 
domou izdrail\va≤ 25 ona 'e priw;d=wi pokloni så5 \mou glagolõ]i≤ 
gospodi≤ pomoΩi mi≤ 26 on= 'e ot=v`]av= rehe≤ n`st= dobro otåti xl`ba 
hådom=6≤ i povr`]i  7 p;som=≤ 27 ona 'e rehe≤ ei≤ gospodi≤ ibo i p;si 
qdåt= ot= kroupic;≤ padaõ]iix= s= trapezy gospodii svoix=≤ 28 togda 
ot=v`]av= isous= rehe \i≤ o 'eno veliq \st= v`ra tvoq≤ bœdi teb` qko 
'e xo-]ewi≤ i ic`l` d=]i \ã v= t= has=≤   
 
Mt 20.1-16 
ES: ff. 25v, 26r, 26v; lesson for Forty Martyrs of Sebaste 
Other witnesses: As Zo Ma Os Sa(1-10) Iv Ni Ms 
20≤1 rehe gospod; prit=hœ siõ≤ podob;no \st= c`sar;stvi\ nebes;sko\ 
 
                                                
1 Ma Os Sa Iv Ko Ms | mytari ES As | mytarie Ni | m;zdoj⁄m;ci Zo.  
2 ES Sa | izide Os Ms Ko | otide Zo Ma Iv Ni. The reading of the lectionaries ES Sa may 
well be secondary. 
3 Zo Ma Os Sa Ms | syne ES Iv Ni Ko. 
4 slovesi ES. Our knowledge of the Old Slavic language labels this variant as linguistic in-
novation. 
5 Zo Os Sa Ni Ko Ms | om så ES Ma Iv. 
6 ot= häd= ES, more analytical and precise. 
7 add i ES Os. Dittography and/or the tendency to make the text more explicit could have 
produced this reading.  
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h;lov`-kou domovitou≤ i'e izide koup;no outro1≤ naãt= d`latel; v= 
vinograd= svoi≤ 2 s=v`]av= 'e s= d`lateli po p`nåΩou na d;n;≤ pos=la 
ã v= vinograd= svoi≤ 3 i iw;d= v= tretiõ godinœ≤ vid` iny na 
tr='i]i stoã]å prazd;ny≤ 4 i t`m= rehe2≤ id`te i vy v= vinograd= 
moi≤ i \'e bœdet= prav;da≤ dam; vam=≤ 5 oni 'e idœ≤ paky 'e3 iw;d= 
v= westœõ i v= devåtœõ godinœ≤ s=tvori tako'de≤ 6 v= \dinœõ 'e 
na desåte4 godinœ iw;d=≤ obr`te drougyã stoã]å prazd;ny5 i glagola 
im=≤ h;to s;de stoite6 v;s; d;n; prazd;ni≤ 7 i glagolawå \mou≤ qko 
nik=to 'e nas= ne naãt=≤  7 glagola im=≤ id`te i vy v= vinograd= moi≤ 
i \'e bœdet= prav;da priimete≤ 8 veherou 'e byv=wou≤ glagola 
gospodin= vinograda≤ k= pristav;nikou svo\mou≤ prizovi d`latelã≤ i 
da'd;8 im= m;zdœ≤ nah;n= ot= posl`d;niix= do pr;vyix=≤ 9 priw;d=we 
'e i'e v= \dinœ na desåte godinœ≤ priãså po p`nåΩou≤ 10 i 
priw;d=we pr;vii m;n`axœ så qko vå]e priimœt=9≤ i10 priãså i ti po 
p`nåΩou≤ 11 priim=we 'e r=p=taaxœ na gospodina 12 glago-lõ]e≤ 
kako11 sii posl`d;nii12 \din= has= s=tvoriwå≤ i rav;ny ã nam=   
s=tvo-ril=13 \si≤ pones=wiim= tågotœ d;ne i var=≤ 13 on= 'e ot=v`]av= 
 
                                                
1 As Zo Iv Ni | outro ES Ma | za outra Sa | koupno za outra Os Ms | abi\ za outra Ms (in 
Synaxarion). The difficulty of the first reading may have led to koup;no being left out in ES 
Ma (cf. “Conflations of readings”). 
2 rehe im= ES, which makes the text smoother. 
3 om ES {om ˜}, perhaps under the influence of Greek manuscripts, but more probably 
by simple oversight of the scribe. 
4 desqti ES. 
5 Zo Ma Os Sa Ni {ajrgou;ı ˜} | om ES As Iv Ms {om Å D L33 al}. The addition or omis-
sion could have been made independently following v. 3. 
6 ES Zo Os Iv Ms | stoite sde As Ma Sa Ni. 
7 Zo MA Sa Iv Ni Ms | add i ES As Os, which explicitly connects the two speech acts. 
8 da'di ES, which occurs in the main body of the Euchologium Sinaiticum as well. 
9 ES Zo Iv Ni | vå]e priãti As Ma Os Ms.   
10 om ES. 
11 ES Zo Ma Os Iv Ni | qko As Ms | {om Greek (editions used)}. 
12 As Zo Iv Ni Ms | siq posl`dnåå ES Ma Os. Cf. the following variant. 
13 s=tvoriwå≤ i rav;ny ã nam= s=tvoril= As Zo |  
 stvoriwå≤ i ravny nam å stvoril Iv Ni | 
 stvorwå≤ i ravny nam å stvoril Ma Ms | 
 s=tvor;wä≤ rav=ny nam= s=tvoril= å ES | 
 s=tvoriv=wå≤ rav;ny nam= s=tvoril= ã Os. 
 The rather awkward participle construction is alleviated in ES through the omission of 
the conjunction.  
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rehe  1 \dinomou ix=≤ drou'e ne obi'dœ tebe≤ ne po p`nåΩou li 
s=v`]ax= s= toboõ≤ 14 v=z;mi svo\ i idi2≤ xo]œ 'e  3 semou 
posl`d;n[\mou dati qko i teb`≤ 15 ili n`st= mi l`t; s=tvoriti \'e 
xo]œ v= svoix= mi≤ a]e4 oko tvo\ lœkavo \st=≤ qko5 az= blag= \sm;≤ 16 
tako bœdœt= posl`d;nii pr;vi≤ i pr;vii posl`-d;ni≤ m=noΩi bo sœt= 
z=vani≤ malo 'e izb;ranyix=≤  
Mt 22.2-14  
ES: ff. 106r, 106v; lesson for Monday 
Other witnesses: As Zo Ma Os Iv Ni Ko Ms 
22≤2 rehe gospod; prit=hœ siõ≤ oupodobi så c`sar;stvi\ nebes;sko\6 
h;lov`-kou c`sar[≤ i'e s=tvori brak= synou svo\mou≤ 3 i pos=la raby 
svoã≤ priz=vati z=vanyã ia brak=≤ i ne xot`axœ priti≤ 4 paky pos=la 
iny raby glagolã≤ r;c`te z=vanyim=≤ se ob`d= moi ougotovax=≤ i7 [n;ci 
moi i8 oupit`naq iskol\na≤ i v;sq gotova≤ prid`te na brak=≤ 5 oni 'e 
nero'd;we otidœ≤ ov= na selo svo\≤ ov= 'e na kouplõ svoõ≤ 6 a prohii 
im=we9 raby \go dosadiwå im= i izbiwå ã≤ 7 i slywav= c`sar; t=≤ 
razgn`va så i pos=lav=10 voã svoã pogoubi oubiicå ty≤ i grad= ix= 
za';'e≤ 8 togda glagola rabom= svoim=≤ brak= oubo gotov= \st=11≤ a 
z=vanii ne b`wå dostoini≤ 9 id`te oubo na isxodi]a pœtii12≤ i \liko 
 
                                                
1 add k ES As. 
2 om ES.  
3 add i ES Iv. 
4 This word does not render the h] of the Greek editions used. The conjunction eij suggest-
ed by the Slavic translation probably arose through itacism. All Slavic witnesses support 
this corruption (in the Greek tradition). Cf. the English rendering: “Or is your eye evil, be-
cause I am good?”. 
5 Zo Ma Os Ni | n= ES As Iv Ms. The second reading probably arose as an effort to allevi-
ate the difficult text (cf. the preceding variant).  
6 ES Zo Ma | nebesnoe As Os Iv Ni Ko Ms. According to the Slovník the suffix of the first 
reading occurs most often in the oldest MSS. 
7 ES Zo Iv Ni Ko | om As Ma Os Ms.  
8 om ES. 
9 Zo Ma Os Ms | emwe ES As Iv Ni Ko. 
10 ES Zo Os Iv Ni | posla As Ma Ko Ms. 
11 brak= oubo gotov= \st= Zo Ma Iv Ko Ms | 
 brak ougotovan est ES Os | 
 brak; oubo ougotovan; \st; Ni | 
 bracj oubo ougotovanj sœt= As | . 
 As Ni seem to conflate the first two readings. 
12 pœtei ES. 
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a]e obrå]ete≤ prizov`te na brak=1≤ 10 i iw;d=we rabi ti na pœti≤ 
s=b;rawå v;så≤ ã'e2 obr`tœ≤ z=ly3 'e i dobry≤ i4 ispl;ni så brak=5 
v=zle'å]iix=≤ 11 v=w;-d= 'e c`sar;  6 vid`t= v=zle'å]iix=≤ vid` tou 
h;lov`ka ne obl;hena v= od`q-nie brah;no\≤ 12 i glagola \mou≤ drou'e 
kako v=nide s`mo≤ ne imy od`niq brah;na7≤ on= 'e ouml;ha≤ 13 togda 
rehe c`sar;  8 slougam=≤ s=våzav=we \mou9 rœc` i  10 noΩ`≤ v=z;m`te i≤ 
i v=vr;Ω`te i v= t;mœ krom`w;nõõ≤ tou bœdet= plah; i skr;';t= 
zœbom=≤ 14 m=noΩi bo sœt= z=vani11≤ malo 'e izb;ranyix=≤   
 
Mk 10.32b-45 
ES: ff.13v, 14r, 14v (first folio severely damaged); lesson for Tuesday 
Other witnesses:  As Zo Ma Os Sa Iv Ni Ko(39-45) Ms 
10≤32 v= ono vr`må≤ poim= isous= paky oba na desåte≤ nahåt= im= 
glagolati≤ \'e xot`awe byti \mou≤ 33 qko se v=sxodim= v= i\rousalim= 
i syn= h;lov`h;-skyi pr`dan= bœdet= arxi\reom= i k=ni';nikom=≤ i 
osœdåt= i na s=mr;t; i pr`dadåt= i ãzykom=≤ 34 i porœgaõt= så 
\mou i outepœt= i≤ i opl[õt= i i oubiõt= i≤ i tretii d;n; 
v=skr;snet=≤ 35 i pr`d= nim; idete12 iqkov= i ioan=≤ syna zeved`ova 
glagolõ]a \mou≤ ouhitel[≤ xo]ev`≤ da \go'e a]e prosiv`  13≤ s=tvoriwi 
nama≤ 36 isous= 'e rehe ima≤ h;to xo]eta≤ da s=tvorõ vama≤ 37 ona 'e 
 
                                                
1 ES Ma Os Ni Ko Ms | braky As Zo Iv. 
2 om ES, resulting in two unconnected clauses. 
3 Iv | zlyå ES As Zo Ma Os Ni Ko Ms. 
4 om ES Ni, which erroneously connects the preceding nouns to the following verb. 
5 ispl;ni så brak= Zo Iv Ni | 
 isplniwå brak ES Ma Ko Ms | 
 napl=niwå brak= Os | 
 ispl=niwä så bracj As, again a conflation of the other readings (cf. v.8). 
6 add t ES As, which prevents confusion between the ruler in the parable and the King of 
heaven. 
7 Zo Ma Os | brahnaago ES As Iv Ni (Ko Ms). 
8 add t= As. 
9 i po ES, which cannot be explained by graphic similarity in Glagolitic. 
10 add po ES. 
11 As Zo Ma Iv Ni Ko | zvanii ES Os Ms.  
 
12 ES As Ma Sa | i⁄doste Zo | idesta Iv | ideta Ni | idosta Ms | Os retranslates this word 
and the preceding two into prjd=idjaste \mou (prospereuvontai aujtw`/). 
13 ES Zo Ma Ni | add ti As | add ou tebe Os Iv Ms.  
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r`ste \mou≤ da'd;1 nama da \din= o desnœõ tebe i \din=2 o 
wouõõ3 tebe≤ sådev` v= slav` tvo\i≤ 38 isous= 'e rehe ima≤ ne v`sta 
så≤ heso proså]a≤ mo'eta li piti hawœ≤ õ'e az= piõ≤ li kr;]eni\m;≤ 
im;'e az= kr;]œ så≤ kr;-stiti så≤ 39 ona 'e r`ste \mou≤ mo'ev`≤ isous= 
'e rehe ima≤ hawœ oubo≤ õ'e az= piõ ispi\ta i kr;]eni\m;≤ im;'e az= 
kr;]œ så≤ kr;stita så≤ 40 a \'e s`-sti o desnœõ mene4 i o wouõõ  
5≤ n`st= m;n`6 dati≤ n= im;'e \st= ougoto-vano7≤ 41 i slywav=we 
desåt;≤ nahåså negodovati≤ o iqkov` i  8 ioan`≤ 42 isous= 'e priz=vav= 
ã glagola im=≤ v`ste≤ qko m;nå]ii så vlasti ãzyky≤ oustoãt= im=≤ i 
velicii9 ix= obladaõt= imi≤ 43 ne tako'de \st=10 v= vas=≤ n= i'e a]e 
xo]et= vå]ii11 byti12 v= vas=≤ da bœdet= vam=13 slouga≤ 44 i14 i'e 
a]e15 xo]et= byti v= vas= star`i≤ da bœdet= v;s`m= rab=≤ 45 ibo syn= 
h;lov`h;skyi ne pride≤ da poslou'åt= \mou≤ n= da16 poslou'it=≤ i 
dati17 douwœ svoõ izba-vl\ni\ za m=nogy18≤  
 
                                                
1 da'di ES. 
2 As Zo Ma Os Ni | a drougy ES Sa Iv Ms. The sense does not require a strong opposition 
(the Greek has twice ei|ı). The second reading may therefore be secondary.  
3 ES As Ma Iv Ni | l`vœœ Zo Os Sa Ms. 
4 As Ma Os Sa Iv Ni Ms | mne Ko | om ES Zo. 
5 add mne ES, transposed from the previous variant. 
6 As Zo Ma Os Sa Ni Ko | mne ES | moe Iv Ms. ES has problems keeping apart ` and e in 
pronouns. 
7 ES Zo Ma Sa | ougotovano est As Os Iv Ni Ko Ms, which could be original either way. 
8 add o ES, which prefers to repeat prepositions; cf. Mt 22.13. 
9 Os Sa Ko | velici ES As Zo Ma Iv Ni Ms. 
10 ES As Zo Os Sa Ni Ko {ejstin B D slav} | bœdi Ma Ms | bœdet; Iv {e[stai Byz Lect}. 
Most of the Slavic witnesses do not reflect the Byzantine variant, but the reading of the old 
uncials. 
11 vå]ei ES As. 
12 om ES, which greatly reduces the intelligibility of the text. 
13 Zo Ma Os Iv Ni Ko | vs`m ES As Sa Ms. Maybe the second reading arose under 
unfluence of v;s`m= in the following verse. 
14 Ma Os Sa Iv Ni Ms | a ES As Ko | om Zo. The second reading seems to be the result of 
a tendency to reinforce contrasts (cf. Mk 10.37). 
15 om ES Ko. 
16 ES As Os Ni Ms | om Zo Ma Sa Iv Ko. 
17 dast; Ms. Although the support for this variant is very slim, it seems preferable because 
it is stylistically more in keeping with the preceding da poslou'åt= and (da) poslou'it=. 
The infinitive attested by almost all the Slavic witnesses could have arisen under influence 
of the Greek dou'nai.  
18 za izbavlenie mnogom= ES. The transposition of the preposition makes the text easier. 
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Lk 1.24-38 
ES: ff. 27v, 28r; lesson for Annunciation 
Other witnesses: As Zo Ma Os Sa(32-38) Iv Ni Ms 
1≤24 v= ono vr`må≤ zahåt= elisaveƒ; 'ena zaxariina1≤ i taqwe så 
m`såc; påt; glagolõ]i≤ 25 qko tako s=tvori m;n` gospod; v= d;ni≤ v= 
nã'e priz;r`≤ ot=ã-ti ponoweni\ mo\ v= h;lov`c`x=≤ 26 v= westyi 'e 
m`såc;≤ pos=lan= byst= ange-l= gavriil= ot= boga≤ v= grad= galil`isk=≤ 
\mou'e imå nazaret=2≤ 27 k= d`v` obrœhen`3 mœ'ou4≤ \mou'e imå 
iosif=≤ ot= domou davidova≤ i imå d`v` mariq≤ 28 i v=w;d= k= n\i 
angel= rehe≤ radoui så blagod`t;naq≤ gospod; s= toboõ≤ blagoslovl\na 
ty v= 'enax=≤ 29 ona 'e vid`v=wi5 s=måte så o slovesi \go≤ i 
pomywlqawe v= seb`6≤ kakovo se bœdet= c`lovani\≤ 30 i rehe \i angel=7≤ 
ne boi så mari\≤ obr`te bo blagod`t; ot= boga≤ 31 i se zah;newi v= 
hr`v` i rodiwi syn=8≤ i narehewi imå \mou isous=≤ 32 s; bœdet= 
velii≤ i syn= vyw;-nq\go narehet= så≤ i dast= \mou gospod; bog= 
pr`stol= davida9 ot;ca \go≤ 33 i v=c`sarit= så v= domou iqkovli v= 
v`ky10≤ i c`sar;stvi[ \go ne bœdet= kon;-ca≤ 34 rehe 'e mariq k= 
angelou≤ kako bœdet= se  11≤ ide mœ'a ne znaõ≤ 35 i ot=v`]av= angel= 
rehe \i≤ doux= svåtyi naidet= na tå≤ i sila vyw;nq\go os`-nit= tå≤ 
t`m; 'e i12 \'e rodit= så svåto≤ narehet= så syn= bo'ii≤ 36 i se 
elisa-veƒ; œ'ika tvoq≤ i ta zahåt= syna13 v= starost; svoõ≤ i s; 
 
                                                
 
1 ES As Os Iv Ms | ego Zo Ma Ni. The continuous gospel Iv has adopted a typical lection-
ary reading. 
2 om ES. The codex Bezae omits this clause as well: surely a coincidence. 
3 As Zo Ma Os | obrœhen`i ES Iv Ni Ms. 
4 ES As Ni | mœ'evi Zo Ma Os Iv Ms. 
5 ES As Ma Os Ni {ijdou'sa A ˜} | slywavwi Zo Iv {ajkouvsasa A1194 vgcl} | slywa. i 
vi-dev=wi Ms. 
6 ES Zo Ma Iv Ms {ejn eJauth'/ D pc} | om As Os Ni. (Vajs did not adopt the first reading 
which is supported by the ‘Western’ codex Bezae.) 
7 Zo Ma Iv Ni  Ms | angel k nei ES As. 
8 As Zo Ma Os | syna ES Iv Ni Ms. 
9 dv@= ES (cf. “Stylistic change”).  
10 v`k ES Sa. 
11 add mn` ES Sa. 
12 As Zo Os Sa Ms | om ES Ma Iv Ni. 
13 ES As Ma Iv Ni Ms | syn Os Sa | om Zo. Cf. Lk 1.31; ES is consistent in its use of the 
genitive. 
Michael Bakker 
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m`såc; westyi \st= \i≤ narica\m`i neplod=vi1≤ 37 qko ne iznemo'et= 
ot= boga v;sqk= glagol=≤ 38 rehe 'e mariq≤  2 se raba gospod;nq≤ bœdi 
m;n` po glagolou tvo\mou≤ i otide ot= n\ã angel=≤ 
 
Lk 6.1-10 
ES: ff. 15r, 15v; lesson for Wednesday 
Other witnesses: As Zo Ma Os Iv Ni Ms 
6≤1 v= ono vr`må≤ xo'daawe isous= skvoz` s`qniq≤ v= sœbotœ3 i 
v=str;zaaxœ4 ouhenici \go klasy≤ i qd`axœ istiraõ]e rœkama5≤ 2 
eteri6 'e ot= faris`i r`wå im=≤ h;to tvorite≤ \go'e ne dostoit= 
tvoriti v= sœbotœ≤ 3 i ot=v`]av=  7 isous= rehe k= nim=8≤ ni li sego 
\ste h;li≤ \'e s=tvori davyd=≤ \gda v=zal=ka  9 sam= i10 i'e s= nim; 
b`axœ≤ 4 kako v=nide v= dom= bo'ii≤ i xl`by11 pr`d=-lo'eniq priim=12 
qst=≤ i dast= i sœ]iim= s= nim;≤ ix='e ne dostoqawe qsti≤ t=k=mo 
i\reom= \din`m=≤ 5 i glagolaawe im=≤ qko gospod; \st= syn= h;lov` -
h;skyi sœbot`≤ 6 byst= 'e i13 v= drougœõ sœbotœ≤ v=niti \mou v= 
s=n;mi]e i ouhiti≤ i b` h;lov`k= tou14 i rœka desnaq \mou b`15 souxa≤ 
7 i naziraaxœ i k=ni';nici i faris`i16≤ a]e v= sœbotœ ic`lit= i≤ da 
obrå]œt= r`h; na n;≤ 8 on= 'e v`d`awe pomywl\niq ix=≤ i rehe 
mœ'evi17 imœ]ou\mou souxœ rœkœ≤ v=stani i stani posr`d`≤ on= 'e 
 
                                                
1 neplod;ve ES. 
2 add i ES.  
 
3 Zo Ma Os Iv Ni | sœbot ES As | sœboty Ms.  
4 v=zdryvaaxœ ES. 
5 As Zo Ma Iv Ms | rœkami ES Os Ni (add svoimi Os). 
6 ES As Zo Ni | edini Ma | n`cii Os Iv Ms. 
7 add 'e ES. 
8 im= ES | om As. Generally ES adds prepositions rather than omitting them. Its reading 
could therefore be primary. 
9 add så ES Ma Ms. 
10 om ES. 
11 xl`b ES Ni. 
12 As Os Iv Ni Ms | priã i Ma | om ES Zo. 
13 ES Ma Os Iv Ms | om As Zo Ni. 
14 tou hk@= ES. 
15 desnaq \mou b` ES Zo Ma Ms | desnaa ego b` Zo | emou b` desna` As | emou desnaq 
b` Os Iv | emou desna` by Ni. 
16 ES Ma Os | om As Zo Iv Ni Ms. This omission is not mentioned in Vajs’ apparatus. 
17 ES As Zo Iv Ms | mou'ou Ni | hlk@ou Os | hlv`kovi Ma. 
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v=sta 1≤ 9 rehe 'e2 isous= k= nim=≤ v=prowœ vy≤ a]e dostoit= v= sœboty3 
dobro s=tvoriti li z=lo s=tvoriti4≤ douwœ s=pasti li pogoubiti≤ 10 i 
v=z;r`v= na v;så rehe \mou≤ prost;ri rœkœ tvoõ≤ on= 'e pro-st;r`t=≤ i 
outvr;di så rœka \go5  6 qko i drougaq≤ 
 
Lk 6 31-36  
ES: ff. 19v, 20r (part of v. 35 and the whole of v. 36 illegible; lesson for 
Sunday 
Other witnesses: As Zo Ma Os Sa Iv Ni Ko Ms (v. 36 lost in Sa Ko) 
6≤31 rehe gospod;  7≤ qko 'e xo]ete≤ da tvoråt= vam= h;lov`ci≤ i vy 
tvorite im= tako'de≤ 32 i a]e l[bite l[bå]åã vy≤ kaq vam= xvala 
\st=≤ ibo i gr`w;-nici l[bå]åã ix=8 l[båt=≤ 33 i a]e blagotvorite 
blagotvorå]iim= vam=≤ ka-q vam= xvala \st=≤ ibo i gr`w;nici to'de 
tvoråt=≤ 34 i a]e v= zaim= da\te≤ ot= nix'e ha\te v=spriãti≤ kaq 
vam= xvala \st=≤ ibo i gr`w;nici gr`w;nikom= v= zaim= daõt=≤ da 
v=spriimœt= rav;no≤ 35 obahe l[bite vragy vawå≤ i dobro-tvorite≤ i v= 
zaim= daite≤ niheso 'e ne haõ]e≤ i bœdet= m;zda vawa m=noga≤ i 
bœdete synove vyw;nq\go≤ qko t= blag= \st= na nev=zblagod`t;nyã i 
z=lyã≤ 36 bœd`te oubo milosr;di≤ qko 'e i ot;c; vaw; milosr;d= \st=≤ 
 
Lk 11.1b-13 
ES: ff. 16r, 16v; lesson for Thursday; ES omits vv. 5-8! 
Other witnesses:  As(5-13, Saturday before måsopoust=) Zo Ma Os(5 June) 
Sa(5-13, Saturday before måsopoust=) Iv Ni Ms(12 December) 
11≤1 v= ono vr`må≤ pridœ k= isousou ouhenici \go i r`wå  \mou9≤ 
gospodi≤ na-ouhi ny moliti så≤ qko 'e ioan= naouhi ouheniky svoã≤ 2 
rehe 'e im=≤ \gda molite så glagolite≤ ot;he naw;≤ i'e \si na nebes;x=≤ 
 
                                                
1 ES Zo Ma Ni Ms | vstav sta As Os | v=stav= i sta Iv. 
2 om ES. 
3 Zo Ma Os Iv Ni | sœbotœ ES Ms | sœbot= As. Cf. v.1. 
4 As Zo Os Iv Ms | tvoriti ES Ma Ni. 
5 ES Zo Ma Iv Ms | emou As Os Ni. 
6 add sdrava ES As.  
 
7 add svoim= ouhenikom= ES, which transforms this incipit into another standard lectionary 
beginning. 
8 om ES As Ko. If the original reading was ã, the preceding ending could have swallow-
ed up this letter.  
9 ES Os Ms | k nemou Zo Ma Iv Ni. 
Michael Bakker 
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da svåtit= så imå tvo\≤ da pridet= c`sar;stvi\1 tvo\ da bœdet= 
volq tvoq qko na nebese2 i na zemli≤ 3 xl`b= naw; nasœ];ny3 dai4 
nam= na v;sqk= d;n;≤ 4 i ostavi  nam=5 gr`xy6 nawå≤ ibo i sami 
ostavlq\m= v;sqkomou dl=';nikou nawemou≤  7 i ne v=vedi nas= v= 
iskouweni\≤ n= izbavi ny ot= nepriqzni≤ 5 i rehe k= nim=≤ k=to ot= 
vas= imat= droug=≤ i idet= k= n\mou polouno]i i rehet= \mou≤ drou'e≤ 
da'd; mi v= zaim= tri xl`by≤ 6 ide droug= mi pride s= pœti k= 
m;n`≤ i ne imam=≤ \'e polo'œ8 pr`d= nim;≤ 7 i t= izœtr;õdou 
ot=v`]av= rehet=≤ ne tvori mi trou-da≤ ['e dv;ri zatvor\ny sœt=≤ i 
d`ti moã s= m=noõ na lo'i sœt=≤ ne mogœ v=stati dati teb`≤ 8 
glagolõ 'e vam=≤ a]e ne dast= \mou v=stav=≤ zan\ \st= droug= \mou≤ 
n= za bezoh;stvo \go≤ v=stav= dast= \mou≤ \liko tr`bou\t=≤ 9 i az= 
glagolõ vam=9≤ prosite i dast= så vam=10≤ i]`te i obrå]ete tl=c`te i 
ot=vr;zet=11 så vam=≤ 10 v;sqk= bo prosåi pri\ml\t=12≤ i i]åi 
obr`ta\t=≤ i tl=kœ]ou\mou ot=vr;zet= så≤ 11 kotora\go 'e ot=13 vas= 
ot;ca v=sprosit= syn= svoi xl`ba≤ eda kamen= podast= \mou≤ li ryby≤ 
eda v= ryby m`sto zmiõ poda-st= \mou≤ 12 ili14 a]e prosit= aica≤ 
eda podast= \mou skor;piõ≤ 13 a]e oubo vy z=li sœ]e≤ oum`\te 
daqniq blaga daqti hådom= vawim=≤ kol;mi pahe ot;c; vaw; s= 
nebese15 dast= doux= blag=16≤ proså]iim= ou n\go≤ 
 
                                                
1 Zo Ma Os Iv | c`sarstvo ES Ni Ms. 
2 Zo MA | nebesi Os Sa Iv Ms | nebes`x ES Ni. The plural can have arisen under influence 
of the preceding plural in the same verse. 
3 Ma Os Iv Ms | dnevny ES Sa | nad;nev=ny Zo | inosouwt;ny Ni. 
4 Zo Ma Ni | da'd Os Sa Iv Ms | da'di ES. 
5 ot= nas= ES. Even the words of the Lord’s prayer are subject to the analytical tendencies 
of ES. One would expect the frequent recitation of this prayer to guarantee the stability of 
its text. 
6 dlgy OS Iv. The text of Os in this verse differs sharply from the rest of the witnesses. 
7 i ne ES, an unmarked catchword at the end of the recto side of the folio (cf. Mt 2.8). 
8 As Sa Iv Ni | heso polo'iti Zo Ma Os Ms.  
9 ES Zo Ma Ms | vam glagolœ As Os Sa Iv Ni. 
10 nam= ES. 
11 otvr=zœt= ES. 
12 priimet= ES. 
13 om ES Sa Ms. Uncharacteristically,  ES omits a preposition instead of adding one. 
14 li ES. 
15 ES Zo Ma Os Iv Ms | s= nb@s= Sa | nebesny As Sa(in Synaxarion) Ni. The adjective has a 
parallel in a number of Greek manuscripts. 
16 ES As Zo Sa Iv | blagy Ni | svåt Ma Ms | svåtyi Os.  
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Lk 12.32-40 
ES: ff. 18v, 19r (part of the first folio lost); lesson for Saturday 
Other witnesses: As Zo Ma Os Sa Iv Ni Ko Ms 
12≤32 rehe gospod;≤ ne boi så≤ malo\ stado≤ qko blagoizvoli ot;c; vaw; 
dati vam= c`sar;stvi\1≤ 33 prodadite im`niq vawa2≤ i dadite 
milostynõ≤ s=tvo-rite seb` v=lagali]a3 ne vet=waõ]a≤ s=krovi]e ne 
oskœd`\mo na nebes;x=≤ ide 'e tat; ne pribli'a\t= så ni t;lq t;lit=≤ 
34 ide 'e bo \st= s=krovi]e vawe≤ tou i sr;d;ce vawe bœdet=≤ 35 
bœdœ hr`sla vawa pr`poqsana≤ i sv`til;nici gorœ]e≤ 36 i vy podob;ni 
h;lov`kom= haõ]em= gospoda svo\go≤ kogda v=zvra-tit= så ot= brak=≤ da 
priw;d=wou i tl=knouv=wou abi\ otvr;zœt= \mou≤ 37 bla'eni rabi ti≤ 
ã'e gospod; priw;d= obrå]et= b=då]å≤ amin= glagolõ vam=≤ qko 
pr`poqwet= så≤ i posadit= ã≤ i minœv= poslou'it= im=≤ 38 l[bo v=4 
v=-torœõ l[bo v= tretiõ stra'œ pridet=≤ i obrå]et= tako≤ bla'eni 
sœt= rabi ti≤ 39 se 'e5 v`dite≤ qko a]e bi v`d`l= gospodin= xraminy≤ 
v= kyi has= tat; pri-det=≤ b=d`l= oubo bi≤ i ne bi dal= pod=kopati 
domou svo\go≤ 40 i vy bœd`te gotovi≤ qko v= n;'e has= ne m;nite≤ syn= 
h;lov`h;skyi pridet=≤ 
 
Jn 6.40-44 
ES: f. 21v; lesson for the dead 
Other witnesses:  As Zo Ma Os Iv Ni Ms (Os and Ms start their lection (for 
Thursday of the third week after Easter) with v. 39) 
6≤40 rehe gospod; k= priwed;wim= k= n\mou i[deom=≤ se \st= volq 
ot;ca mo-\go≤ da v;sqk= vidåi syna i v`rouãi v= n;≤ imat= 'ivot= 
v`h;iyi≤ i v=skr`wœ i az= v= posl`d;nii d;n;≤ 41 r=p=taaxœ 'e i[d`i 
o n\m;≤ qko rehe≤ az= \sm; xl`b= s=w;dyi6 s= nebese≤ 42 i glagolaaxœ≤ 
ne s; li \st= isous= syn= iosifov=≤ \mou'e my zna\m= ot;ca i mater;≤ 
kako oubo s; glagol\t=≤ qko s= nebese7 s=ni-d=≤ 43 ot=v`]a isous= i rehe 
 
                                                
 
1 As Zo Ma Os Sa Iv | c`sarstvo ES Ni Ko Ms. 
2 ES As Os Iv Ni Ko | im`nie vawe Zo Ma Sa Ms. 
3 As Ma Os Sa Iv Ko | vlagali]e ES Zo Ni | im`niq Ms. 
4 vo ES. 
5 i e'e ES. This variant probably arose through graphic similarity of the Glagolitic i and 
s.  
6 swedyi ES As. 
7 nb@si ES.  
Michael Bakker 
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im=≤ ne r=p=]ite me'dou soboõ≤ 44 nik=to 'e ne1 mo'et= priti k= 
m;n`≤ a]e ne ot;c; pos=lavyi må privl`het= \go≤ i az= v=skr`-wœ i v= 
posl`d;nii d;n;≤  
 
Ac 1.1 
ES: f.28v; (incomplete) lesson for Easter 
Other witnesses: RA BA TA 
1≤1 pr=vo\ slovo s=tvorix= o v;s`x= o ƒeofile≤ q'e nahåt= isous= 
tvoriti 'e i ouhiti≤ 2 do n\go'e d;ne zapov`dav= apostolom= douxom; 
svåtyim;≤ ã'e iz-b=ra2 v;znese så≤ 3 pr`d; nimi 'e i sta 'iv=≤ po 
mœhenii svo\m;≤ v= m=noΩ`x= znameniix=≤ d;n;mi hetyr=mi desåty≤ 
qvlqã så im= i glagolå≤ q'e o c`sar;-stvii3 bo'ii≤ 4 i s= nimi qdy 
pr`]aawe im=≤ ot= ierousalima ne lœhiti så≤ n= ';dati ob`tovaniq 
ot;ha≤ \'e slywaste ou mene≤ 5 qko ioan= kr=sti vodoõ≤ vy 'e kr=stiste 
så douxom; svåtyim;≤ ne po m=noΩ`x= 'e d;nex= six=≤  
 
Rom 12.1-3 
ES: f.15v, 16r; lesson for Thursday 
Other witnesses: SA OA RA BA CA KA MA 
12≤1 brati\≤ molõ  4 vy ]edrotami bo'iqmi≤ pr`d=staviti5 t`lesa 
vawa≤ 'r;-tvœ 'ivœ  6 ougo'denœ bogovi≤ sloves;no\7 slou'eni\ vawe≤ 2 
i ne s=obrazou-õ]e så v`kou semou≤ n= pr`obrazouite så v= obnovl\ni\ 
mysli vawei≤ iskouwa-õ]e h;to \st= volq bo'iq≤ blagaq i ougo'denaq≤ 
i s=vr=wenaq≤ 3 glagolõ bo blagod`tiõ dav=weõ8 mi så≤ v;sqkomou 
sœ]ou\mou v= vas=≤ ne pr`mœdrqti så≤ pahe \'e podoba\t= 
 
                                                
1 om ES.  
 
2 iz=brav= ES. The amount of evidence at this point is very meagre. It is conceivable that 
the finite form was changed under influence of the following prefix and the fact that the 
following verb is also a finite form. 
3 cr@stv` ES.  
 
4 add oubo BA TA CA KA MA. BA does not join the other lectionaries in omitting this 
connective. 
5 pr`d=stavite ES | pr`d=staviste RA. 
6 add i ES BA | add svåtœ CA KA MA. 
7 slovesno ES OA. 
8 BA CA | davwœœ ES TA | davwœå SA KA | davwœ OA | davwåå RA.  
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mœdr;stvovati≤ n; oumœ'drqti så v= c`lomœdrii komou';do≤ qko bog= 
\st= razd`lil= m`rœ v`r`≤ 
 
1Cor 15.39-45 
ES: f.21r, 21v (severely damaged); lesson for the dead 
Other witnesses: SA OA RA BA CA KA MA 
15≤39 brati\≤ ne v;sqka pl=t; ta'e pl=t;≤ n= ina oubo h;lov`kom=≤ ina 
'e sko-tom=≤ ina 'e pl=t; p=ticam=≤ ina 'e rybam=≤ 40 i t`lesa 
nebes;naq1≤ i t`lesa zem;naq≤ n= ina oubo nebes;nyim= slava≤ ina 'e 
zem;nyim=≤ 41 ina slava sl=n;-cou≤ ina slava m`såcou≤ ina slava 
Ωv`zdam=≤ Ωv`zda bo Ωv`zdy2 razlœha\t= så v= slav`≤ 42 tako i 
v=skr`weni\ mr=tviym=≤ s`\t= så v= ist;l`ni\≤ v=sta\t= v= bezist;l`ni\≤ 
43 s`\t= så v= neh;sti≤ v=sta\t= v= slavœ≤ s`\t= så v= ne-mo]i≤ 
v=sta\t= v= silœ≤ 44 s`\t= så  3 t`lo douwev;no≤ v=sta\t= t`lo 
douxo-v;no≤ a]e \st= t`lo douwev;no≤ \st= t`lo douxov;no≤ 45 tako i 
piwet=≤ byst= pr;vyi h;lov`k= adam= v= douwœ 'ivœ≤ posl`d;nii adam= 
v= doux= 'ivo-tvorã];≤  
 
2Cor 4.6-15 
ES: f. 16v, 17r, 17v; lesson for Friday 
Other witnesses: SA OA RA BA CA KA MA 
4≤6 brati\≤ bog= rekyi is t;my sv`tou v=siqti≤ i'e v=siq v= sr=d;cix= 
nawi-x=4≤ k= prosv`]eni[ razouma slavy bo'iã≤ o lici isous= xristov`≤ 
7 imam= 'e s=krovi]e se≤ v= skœd=l;n`x= s=sœd`x=≤ da pr`sp`ni\ sil` 
bœdet= bo'i\5≤ a ne ot= nas=≤ 8 o v;sem; skr=bå]e≤ a ne s=tœ'aõ]e si 
neha\mi≤ n= ne ot=ha\mi≤ 9 gonimi6 n= ne ostavlq\mi≤ niz=laga\mi n= 
ne pogybaõ]e≤ 10 v;segda mr=tvo-st; gospoda isousa7 v= t`l` noså]e≤ 
 
                                                
1 nebeskaq ES CA KA. 
2 add ot ES SA RA. This variant will be elaborated upon in the critical edition.  
3 add v ES RA TA. It is understandable that a scribe under influence of the preceding ana-
logous phrases with preposition added v=. This is a clear example of corruption by scribal 
inertia.  
 
4 vawix ES RA. 
5 CA KA | bœdet bo'ii SA OA | bœdet bo'iei BA MA | b'@;i bœdet= ES | b'@i\ bœdet 
TA. 
6 gonemi ES. 
7 is xa@ ES; quite a common expansion in ES. 
Michael Bakker 
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da i 'ivot= isousov= v= t`l`1 nawem; qvit= så≤ 11 prisno bo my 
'ivii≤ v= s=mr=t; pr`da\m= så isousa radi≤ da i 'ivot= isousov=2 
qvit= så≤ v= mr=tv;n`i pl=ti nawei≤ 12 t`m; 'e s=mr=t; oubo3 v= nas= 
d`\t;4 så≤ a 'ivot= v= vas=≤ 13 imœ]e 'e t='de doux= v`r`≤ po 
p;sanou\mou5≤ v`rovax= t`m; 'e i v=zglagolax=≤ i my v`rou\m=≤ t`m; 'e 
i gla-gol\m=≤ 14 v`då]e6 qko v=skr`wii7 gospoda isousa8≤ i ny s= 
isousom;9 v=skr`-sit=≤ i pr`d=postavit= s= vami≤ 15 v;sq bo vas= radi≤ 
da blagod`t; oum=no'i-t= så10≤ m=no'`iwiimi poxvalœ11 
izbyt=h;stvit;12 v= slavœ bo'iõ≤ 
 
2Cor 6.16-18, 7.1 
ES: f.14v; lesson for Wednesday 
Other witnesses: OA RA BA TA CA KA MA 
6≤16 brati\≤ my13  14 cr=k=vi15 \sm=16 boga 'iva≤ qko 'e rehe bog=≤ qko 
v=selõ så v= nã i poidœ≤ i bœdœ im= v= bog=≤ i ti bœdœt= m;n` 
v=17 l[di\≤ 17 t`-m; 'e izid`te ot= sr`dy ix=≤ i ot=lœhite så 
 
                                                
1 om ES; obviously a homoioteleuton.  
2 is@ xv@= ES. 
3 oubo s=mrt; ES. 
4 vas= d`sät= ES.  The change of the first word is understandable, the second word seems 
to have been plainly corrupted. 
5 SA BA CA KA MA | pisan;[ ego ES | pisani[ ego TA | pisani` ego RA | sp`qni[ ego 
OA. Here the scribes (or: the scribe of the common ancestor of ES TA RA OA, because 
this could be a Leitfehler) blundered: in this case \go is not interchangable with \mou, 
because it is the definite article of p;sanou\mou (to; gegrammevnon). Cf. “Syntactical 
variation”. 
6 v`dœ]e ES BA CA MA. 
7 CA | vskr`wei ES OA | vskr`wi SA KA | vskrs@ene RA | vskr`sit BA | vskr@w TA | vskr@`w MA. 
8 isous xrista ES SA. This scribal expansion can very well have arisen independently. 
9 nim ES OA RA, graphically similar to both Cyrillic and Glagolitic is@om;. 
10 ou. så bl. ES. One of the relatively few transpositions in ES. 
11 poxvalami ES OA. This variant probably arose under influence of the preceding word. 
12 SA BA TA CA KA (MA) | izobilouet ES OA RA.  
 
13 ES OA RA BA TA | vy CA KA MA. 
14 add bo TA CA KA. 
15 OA TA | crkvy ES BA | crk@v; RA | xram CA KA MA.  
16 ES OA RA BA TA {hJmei'ı ga;r naoi; qeou' ejsmevn Å* 0243 1739} | este CA KA MA {uJ-
mei'ı ga;r nao;ı qeou' ejstev Byz Lect (half of the Greek lectionaries omit gavr) slav}. ES, the 
lectionaries and TA have a non-Byzantine reading. 
17 om BA CA KA MA. 
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glagol\t= gospod;≤ i nehist` ne prikasaite så≤ i az= priimœ vy≤ 18 i 
bœdœ vam= v= ot;c;≤ i vy bœdete m;n` v= syny  1 i d=]eri≤ glagol\t= 
gospod; v;sedr='itel;≤ 7≤1 si 'e imœ]e ob`tova-niq≤ v=zl[bl\nii≤ 
oc`stim= så ot= v;sqkoã skvr=ny≤ pl=t;skyã2 i douxov;-nyã≤ tvorå]e 
svåtynõ v= stras` bo'ii≤ 
 
2Cor 9.6-11 
ES: f.19r, 19v; lesson for Sunday 
Other witnesses: SA OA RA BA CA KA MA 
9≤6 brati\≤ s`ãi  3 ]ådåi≤ ]ådåi po';n\t=≤ i s`ãi o 
blagoslovl\niix=≤ o blagoslovl\niix=4 i po';n\t=≤ 7 k=';do qko 'e 
izvol\ni\ imat= sr=d;cem;≤ ni ot= skr=bi ni ot= b`dy≤ tixa bo datelq 
l[bit= bog=≤ 8 sil;n= 'e bog= 5 v;sq-kœ blagod`t; izbyt=h;stvovati6 v= 
vas=≤ da o v;sem; v;segda≤ v;sqk= dovol= imœ]e≤ izbyt=h;stvou\te≤ v=7 
v;sqko d`lo blago≤ 9 qko 'e \st= pisano≤ rastohi i dast= oubogyim=≤ 
prav;da \go pr`byva\t= v= v`ky  8≤ 10 daãi 'e s`må s`õ-]ou\mou≤ i 
xl`b= v= s=n`d; da podast=≤ i oum=no'it= s`må vawe≤ i da v=zd-
rastit= 'ita prav;d` vawei≤ 11 o v;sem; bogatå]e så≤ v= v;sqkœ 
]edrotœ≤ q'e9 s=d`va\t= nami xvalœ bogovi≤  
 
Ga 4.4-7  
ES: f.22v; lesson for Christmas 
Other witnesses:SA OA RA BA CA KA MA 
 
                                                
1 add m`sto CA KA MA. 
2 pl;t;nyã ES.  
 
3 add i ES OA.  
4 o blv@enyx=– ø blg@oven; ES. The Slavic rendering (not mentioned in the Slovník) of the 
Greek idiomatic expression ejp∆ eujlogivaiı (bountifully) is the obvious cause of much con-
fusion in the Slavic manuscripts, which do not have any reading in common. 
5 bog v ES RA. 
6 izobilovati ES SA | izobilova RA. 
7 iz=b¥toh=stvouœ]= OA | izoobilouete vo ES | izobilouet;≤ v; RA. In three cases (2Cor 
4.15, 2 Cor 9.8 bis) RA ES share the same lexical variant. 
8 add v`ka ES | add v`kou MA. This expansion has an equivalent in Greek manuscripts, but 
could, of course, have arisen independently. 
9 qko 'e ES OA MA. This combination of words occurs very often, so a scribe could easi-
ly have expanded the relative by mistake to the more familiar conjunction.  
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4≤4 brati\≤ \gda pride1 kon;hina l`tou≤ pos=la bog= syna svo\go 
\dinohåda-\go≤ ra'daõ]a så ot= 'eny≤ byvaõ]a pod= zakonom;≤ 5 da 
pod=zakon;nyã is-koupit=≤ da v=syn\ni\ priimem=2≤ 6 qko 'e \ste 
synove≤ pos=la bog= doux= syna svo\go v; sr=d;ca vawa3≤ v=piã4 avva 
ot;c;≤ 7 t`m; 'e ou'e n`si rab= n= syn=≤ a]e li syn= i nasl`d;nik= 
bo'ii isous= xristom;5≤ 
 
Eph 4.1-7 
ES: f.105v, 106r; lesson for Monday 
Other witnesses: SA OA RA BA TA CA KA MA 
4≤1 brati\≤ molõ vy≤ az= œz;nik=6 o gospodi≤ dostoino xoditi z=vani[≤ 
v= n\-'e7 z=vani byste≤ 2 s= v;sqkoõ s=m`r\noõ8 mœdrostiõ≤ i 
krotostiõ≤ s= tr;-p`ni\m;≤ ot=ra'daõ]e droug= drougou l[b=viõ≤ 3 
t=]å]e så bl[sti≤ \di-neni\ douxa≤ v= s=œz`9 mira≤ 4 \dino t`lo≤ i 
\din= doux=≤ qko 'e i z=vani byste≤ v= \dinom; oup=vanii10≤ z=vaniq 
vawego≤ 5 \din= gospod;≤ \dina v`ra≤  11 \dino kr;]eni\≤ 6 \din= 
bog=12 i ot=c; v;s`m=≤ i'e nad= v;s`mi≤ i o13 v;s`x=≤ i v=14 v;s`x=  15≤ 
7 \dinomou komou';do nas=16≤ dast= så≤ blagod`t;≤ po m`r` darovaniq 
 
                                                
1 pridet= ES. 
2 priimet ES MA. This reading can be caused by graphic similarity of Glagolitic m and t. 
3 ES SA OA TA KA MA {uJmw'n Y Byz Lectpt ˜} | nawa RA BA CA {hJmw'n Å A Lectpt 
slav}. The siglum ‘slav’ should rather be listed as supporting the first variant. 
4 SA OA RA TA | vzpiå ES BA CA KA | v;zyva\i MA. 
5 SA RA TA MA | xsm; BA | xv@= CA | i xv@; KA | douxom ES OA. The last variant can 
hard-ly be explained by attributing it to graphic similarity.  
 
6 œ'nik ES SA TA. 
7 nem;'e ES. This could be a lectio facilior. 
8 s=mjrenœõ ES. Cf. Rom 12.3. 
9 TA | s=œz= ES | svœz` SA OA BA CA KA MA | s`åza RA. 
10 edino oup=vanie ES | \dino[ nade'do[ MA. ES changes the locatives to accusatives, 
while it changes the accusative to a locative with the same verb in v.1. 
11 add i ES. Not an unexpected addition. 
12 gospod ES MA. This variant, semantically similar, could have arisen under influence of 
the same word in the previous verse. 
13 ot= ES.  
14 vo ES. 
15 ES OA RA TA {Å A B C P} | add nas BA CA KA (subsequently added) MA {hJmi'n D F 
G Byz Lect slav} | add vas= SA. It is more likely that this word was added under influence 
of Byzantine manuscripts than that it was accidentally omitted. 
16 vas ES RA.  
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xristova1≤ 
 
Eph 5.8-19 
ES: f. 18r (damaged); lesson for Saturday 
Other witnesses: SA OA RA BA CA KA MA 
5≤8 brati\≤ qko håda sv`tou xodite≤ 9 plod= bo douxov;nyi v= v;sqkoi 
blago-styni≤ i prav;d` i istin`≤ 10 iskouwaõ]e h;to \st= god` 
gospodevi2≤ 11 i ne prihå]aite så k= d`lom= neplod;nyim= t;m`≤ pahe 
'e oblihaite≤ 12 byvaõ-]aq tai≤ o nix='e≤ sram= \st= glagolati≤ 13 
v;sa 'e obliha\ma ot= sv`ta qv-lqõt= så≤ 14 v;sqko 'e qvl\ni\ sv`t= 
\st=≤ t`m; 'e glagol\t=≤ v=stani s=-påi≤ i v=skr;sni ot= mr=tvyix=≤ i 
osv`tit= tå xristos=3≤ 15 bl[d`te oubo opa-s;no kako xodite≤ ne qko 
nemœdri≤ n= qko pr`mœdri≤ 16 iskoupouõ]e vr`må≤ qko d;ne z=li 
sœt=≤ 17 sego radi ne byvaite bezoum;ni≤ n= razoum`vaõ]e h;to \st= 
volq gospod;nq4≤ 18 i ne oupivaite så vinom;≤ v= n\m;'e \st= blœd=≤ 
n= pahe  5 ispl=nqite så douxom;≤ 19 glagolõ]e 6 seb`≤ v= psal=m`x=≤ 
i p`niix=≤ i p`sn;x= douxov;nax=7≤ poõ]e i pr`poõ]e≤ v= sr=dcix= 
vawix= gospodevi≤ 
 
Tt 2.11-14, 3.4-7 
ES: f.24r, 24v; lesson for Theophany 
Other witnesses: SA OA RA BA KA 
2≤11 hådo tite8≤ prosv`ti så blagod`t; bo'iq s=pasitel;naq9 v;s`m= 
h;lov`-kom=≤ 12 nakazaõ]e ny≤ da ot=vr=g=we10 så neh;stiq11 i 
 
                                                
1 m` darovan;[ ES | m`r` darovani[ xv@ou CA | v`r` xsv` MA. While the variants in CA 
MA make sense, ES does not.  
2 gdou KA | gdn` RA | bg@ovi ES.  
3 b@= ES. 
4 b'@ij ES.  
5 add i ES. 
6 add v ES RA. 
7 SA | douxovnyx ES RA TA CA KA MA.  
 
8 BA | timoƒe[ ES SA OA RA. The mistake must have been introduced either independ-
ently (a more familiar name/incipit) or by a common ancestor. RA has the same erroneous 
incipit on f. 81a (BA has again the correct reference). 
9 BA TA | spasitelna SA OA KA | spasenie ES RA. Greek scribes had similar problems 
with this (less familiar) word. 
10 ot=vr='em= ES. 
11 nehestiq ES OA RA. 
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pl=t;skyix=1 poxo-tii2≤ c`lomœdr;no i prav;dno i3 blagov`r;no po'ivem≤ 
v= nyn`w;niim; v`c`≤ 13 haõ]e bla'ena\go oup=vaniq≤ i prosv`]eniq 
slavy velika\go boga i s=pasa nawego isous= xrista≤ 14 i'e dast= sebe 
za ny≤ da izbavit= ny ot= v;sqkogo4 bezakoniq≤ i oc`stit= seb`5 l[di 
izråd;ny≤ revnitelå dobryim= d`lom=≤ 3≤4 egda 'e blagost; i 
h;lov`kol[bi\ prosv`ti så s=pasitelq  6 nawego boga≤ 5 ne ot= d`l= 
prav;d;nyix= q'e7 s=tvorixom= my≤ n; po svo\i \go milosti≤ s=pase ny8 
baneõ pakybytiiskoõ≤ i obnovl\ni\m; douxa svåta≤ 6 i'e izliq na9 ny 
obil;no isous= xristom;≤ s;pasitelem; nawim;≤ 7 da opravdav=we så 
blagod`-tiõ \go≤ nasl`d;nici bœdem=≤ po oup=vani[ 'izni v`h;nyã≤  
 
He 2.11-18 
ES: f. 27r, 27v; lesson for Annunciation 
Other witnesses: SA OA RA BA CA MA 
2≤11 brati\≤ svåtåi10  11 i svå]a\mii ot= \dinogo v;si≤ \ã'e radi 
viny ne stydite så bratiõ naricati ã12≤ 12 glagolã≤ v=zv`]œ imå 
tvo\ bratii13 mo-\i≤ posr`d` cr=kve v=spoõ tå≤ 13 i paky az= bœdœ 
nad`ã så na n;≤ i paky se az= i d`ti ã'e mi \st= dal= bog=≤ 14 
pon\ 'e oubo d`ti  14 ob;]iwå så pl=ti i kr=vi≤ i t= iskr; prihåsti 
så t`x=≤ da s=mr=tiõ razdrouwit= imœ]a\go dr;'avœ s=mr=ti≤ sir`h; 
diqvola≤ 15 i izbavit= siã≤ \liko strax= s=mr=ti≤ v;s`m; 'ivotom; 
 
                                                
1 pl=t=nyx= ES. Cf. 2Cor 7.1 
2 CONJECTURE (Leskien) | poxotei ES OA RA BA | poxoti SA TA KA. 
3 om ES SA. The omission can have been caused by homoioteleuton. 
4 v;sego ES. 
5 sebe ES TA. An accusative is theologically unacceptable. 
6 add ≤ i ES. 
7 e'e ES; cf. the previous sebe: another case of interchange between ` and e.  
8 spaseni ES TA | spsenie RA. The last reading could be tertiary. 
9 za ES. This preposition in combination with this verb (and blood) was probably more fa-
miliar.  
 
10 BA TA CA | svåti(i) ES OA RA MA. The second reading is more familiar. 
11 add bo BA TA CA MA. The lectionary BA also contains the ‘continuous’ reading. 
12 bratri ã naricati ES. In this point the readings of the manuscripts are difficult to 
ascert-ain with respect to word division and the cases (due to confusion of nasals).  
13 BA CA | bratri ES | brati SA OA RA TA MA. 
14 add ou ES. Is this a prefix to the following verb? 
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povin;ni b`axœ1 rabot`≤ 16 ne ot= angel= bo2 k=to pri\m-l\t=≤ n= ot= 
s`mene3 avraamlq pri\ml\t=4≤ 17 õdou dl=';n= b` po v;semou bratii 
oupodoblqti så≤ da milostiv= bœdet= i v`r;n= svåtitel; q'e5 k= bo-
gou≤ oc`stiti gr`xy l[d;m=≤ 18 im;'e bo6 postrada sam= iskouwen=≤ 
mo'et= napast;vovanym=7 pomo]i≤   
He 12.1-10 
ES: f.25r, 25v; lesson for Forty Martyrs of Sebaste 
Other witnesses: SA OA BA CA MA 
12≤1 brati\≤ tolik= imœ]e oble'å]; ny8 oblak= s=v`d`tel;≤ gr=dost; 
ot=lo';-we v;sqkœ≤ i oudob; obr`tenyi gr`x=≤ tr=p`ni\m; tehem=9 
pr`d=le'å]ii na-m= podvig=≤ 2 v=ziraõ]e na pokon;nika v`r`≤ i 
s=vr=witelq isousa≤ i'e za pr`d=le'å]œõ \go radost;≤ raspåti\ 
postrada≤ o stoud` 'e nero'd;≤ o desnœõ 'e pr`stola bo'iq s`de≤ 3 
pomyslite bo postradav=wa\go10 takovo\≤ ot= gr`w;nik= v= seb`11 
pr`kosloviq≤ da ne d`la\te douwami  12 svoimi≤ osla-blqõ]e så≤ 4 ne 
 
                                                
1 b`xom? ES. Although the last letter is not legible, it is clear that ES has again a different 
desinence. 
2 oubo ES BA | bo oubo TA. 
3 s`meni ES. 
4 om ES SA. Homoioteleuton. 
5 RA BA TA CA | e'e SA OA MA | qko 'e ES. Cf. 2Cor 9.11. 
6 om ES, possibly due to phonetic similarity to the following prefix. 
7 mo'et; iskouwen= byv= napast;nym= ES. The scribe did not only try to simplify the con-
struction through transposition, but also by adding byv= to iskouwen= (peirasqeivı). Since 
this is not a case of corruption but rather a more understandable rendering, it could be the 
original translation.  
 
8 oble'ä]ii ES | oble'å]ny TA. Since no semi-vowel follows the ] in TA, the two words 
seem to have been considered as one word. It could be the intermediate step of corruption 
that resulted in ES’ variant. 
9 teheniem; ES. The corruption was probably caused by the proceding word through ho-
moioteleuton. 
10 stradav=wa ≤ ES. The prefix was probably lost under influence of the connective bo. The 
addition of the punctuation mark indicates that the copyist probably did not understand 
how the sentence should be read. 
11 na nego CA. CA alone follows the Greek Byzantine text; cf. Bakker & Van der Tak 
1994: 45. 
12 add rœkami ES. The appearance of this addition cannot be explained as a mechanical er-
ror. However, the combination of this word with the preceding verb is very common in 
edificatory texts. 
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ou do kr=ve1 protivœ staste k= gr`xou protivå]e så≤ 5 i zaby-ste 
out`weni\≤ \'e vam=2 qko synom= glagol\t=≤ synou moi ne pr`nemagai 
po-kazani\m; gospod;n\m;≤ ni oslab`i3 ot= n\go obliha\m=≤ 6 \go'e 
l[bit= go-spod; pokaza\t=≤ bi\t= 'e v;sqkogo syna \go'e pri\ml\t=≤ 7 
a]e4 pokazani\ tr;pite≤ qko synom= vam= obr`ta\t= så bog=≤ kotoryi bo5 
\st= syn= \go'e ne ka'et= ot;c;≤ 8 a]e li bes pokazaniq \ste≤ \mou'e 
prihåst;nici bywå≤ v;si oubo l[bod`ihi]i a ne synove \ste≤ 9 obahe  6 
pl=ti nawei ot;cå im`axom= kazatelã≤ i sramlqaxom= så  7≤ ne pahe 
li Ω`lo da povinem=8 så≤ ot;cou dou-xom=≤ i 'ivi bœdem=≤ 10 oni bo 
v=9 malo d;nii qko god` im= b`10 pokazaaxœ≤ a s; na pol;Ωœ 
prihåstiti så svåtyni \go≤ 
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